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Abstract
I study credit market outcomes with diﬀerent competing lending technologies: A ﬁntech
lender who learns from data and is able to seize on-platform sales, and a banking sector that
relies on physical collateral. I analyze how the distribution of the borrowers’ initial wealth
and their latent productivities aﬀect the ﬁntech’s information acquisition, market specialization, equilibrium interest rates and lender proﬁts. Despite ﬂexible pricing strategies and a rich
information acquisition technology, the ﬁntech only sets a screening standard so that borrowers
below a certain threshold are rejected. The model predicts that the ﬁntech will enter markets
with poor borrowers who are rejected by banks and with rich borrowers whom the bank squeezes
the most, before entering markets between these two borrower populations. The model sheds
light on how the ﬁntech expansion depends on the big data technology which identiﬁes latent
characteristics across observationally heterogeneous groups.
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Introduction

Over the last decade, the global banking industry has undergone radical transformation and restructuring. Besides low interest rates and tightened regulation since the 2007–2009 ﬁnancial crisis,
incumbent banks have faced increased competition from the rising ﬁntech sector. Fintech lenders,
beyond their automated services, have revolutionized the way in which we collect and use credit
information, by innovating in alternative data and machine learning technologies.1 In the United
States, ﬁntech lenders, who have established themselves as major players, are growing at an accelerated speed. For instance, Quicken Loans, an online lender, has become the largest mortgage
originator; during 2016-2020, ﬁntech business lending grew at a speed of 43.1% (per annum) and the
growth rate of Buy-Now-Pay-Later (BNPL) loans exceeds 100%.2 The long-term impact of digital
disruption across the globe remains open, especially as the BigTechs begin to take aggressive strides
into the lending businesses. What is certain is that ﬁntech lenders are threatening the proﬁtability
of incumbent banks, potentially rendering their legacy technologies and branch networks obsolete.3
Accumulating empirical evidence and practice suggest that banks and ﬁntechs lend in diﬀerent
ways—both may be specializing and have diﬀerent preference over the same pool of borrowers.
For example, take the case of a food truck business that uses Square’s point of sale system. Onplatform activities enable Square to learn about the food truck’s potential revenues and seize its
sales.4 Indeed, Square (also PayPal, Amazon and others) oﬀers loans that are automatically repaid
via a percentage of sales, and advertise their credit screenings as separate from traditional credit
scores (from oﬃcal website):
“A ﬁxed percentage of your daily card sales is automatically deducted until your
loan is fully repaid... A minimum of 1/18 of the initial balance must be repaid every 60
days...Loan eligibility is based on a variety of factors related to your business, including
its payment processing volume, account history, and payment frequency...applying for
a Square loan doesn’t aﬀect your credit score. Additionally, we don’t require a personal
guarantee for your business to take a loan.”
Importantly, without the alternative data, such as the real-time location information of the food
1

See Acemoglu, Makhdoumi, Malekian, and Ozdaglar (2019). Digital footprints (Berg, Burg, Gombović, and
Puri, 2020), mobile phone logs (Agarwal, Alok, Ghosh, and Gupta, 2020), payments (Ghosh, Vallee, and Zeng, 2021),
education and employment (Di Maggio, Ratnadiwakara, and Carmichael, 2021) are shown to be used the ﬁntech
lenders’ credit screening. Blattner and Nelson (2021) show that lenders face more uncertainty when assessing default
risk of historically under-served groups, and Di Maggio, Ratnadiwakara, and Carmichael (2021) show the machine
learning algorithm and alternative data signiﬁcantly improve credit quality predictions. Figure 1, Panel B highlights
that a considerable fraction of ﬁntech lenders directly advertise the machine learning technology in their business
description.
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Sources from TransUnion report in 2018 (link); see a summary of ﬁntech lending in the US from Berg, Fuster,
and Puri (2021).
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For ﬁnancial inclusion, for suggestive evidences, see Erel and Liebersohn (2020) (authors examine PPP loans with
no credit risks), Jagtiani, Lambie-Hanson, and Lambie-Hanson (2021) and others. Buchak, Matvos, Piskorski, and
Seru (2018), Tang (2019), Di Maggio and Yao (2020), Di Maggio, Ratnadiwakara, and Carmichael (2021) suggest
that ﬁntechs lend to borrowers with decent qualities as summarized by income, FICO score, and others.
4
For learning about creditworthiness via payment ﬂows, see Parlour, Rajan, and Zhu (2021); Ghosh, Vallee, and
Zeng (2021).
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truck, a bank is unable to learn and project future sales. Furthermore, even if the bank could learn
this information, it would be unable to seize the food truck’s cash ﬂows. Instead, the bank lends
via physical collateral, which would be the truck in this example. Hence, when choosing a borrower,
the latent characteristics of the borrowers are more relevant for the ﬁntech lender, while the bank
cares more about the collateral quality.
Lending via data seems to be a common feature of ﬁntech lending. Table 2 in Gopal and
Schnabl (2020), (a part of) which is reproduced in Panel C in Figure 1, shows that ﬁntech business
lending rarely uses collateral: only 20 ﬁntechs (mainly Merchant Cash Advance lenders) have issued
more than 1500 secured small business loans from 2006 to 2016, as compared with 347 banks.5
Instead, Panel A in Figure 1, which is based on a textual analysis of company descriptions from
Pitchbook, shows that a signiﬁcant proportion of ﬁntechs provide business lending against sales,
invoices and receivables. What is more, Panel B shows that respectively over 450 and 250 ﬁntech
lenders explicitly advertise their digitalized service and algorithmic credit analysis, suggesting their
learning from data. Besides the diﬀerence between collateral versus data, existing empirical studies
also document that banks and ﬁntechs oﬀer diﬀerentiated and specialized lending services.6
This paper presents a novel framework in which the ﬁntech lends via learning from data to
compete with the traditional lending via physical collateral. To the best of my knowledge, literature lacks a bank-ﬁntech competition theory framework that speaks to their diﬀerentiated lending
technologies. Rather, the scarce theory work on ﬁntech lending borrows from canonical bank competition models to examine the implications of ﬁntech entry, where the ﬁntech is another lender
endowed with a diﬀerent screening ability.7 Evidence on equilibrium prices has been largely mixed,8
pointing to the relevance of competition with diﬀerentiated goods. Further, much is still unknown
about the full landscape of bank-ﬁntech competition and market specialization, which makes it
diﬃcult to predict ﬁntech disruption in the long run. In this regard, my paper sheds light on how
the ﬁntech expands across markets by using the acquired information from existing customers in
new markets.
In my model, borrowers with a unit scale investment opportunity diﬀer in their initial wealth
w and their private productivity a, and ﬁnance the shortfall 1 − w via debt to buy unit capital and
produce cash ﬂow a. The initial wealth is observable, so competition among lenders is segmented by
5

They use the UCC ﬁlings (Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code) data that correspond to collateralized
lending. A record is ﬁled by creditors with the UCC registry specifying a loan and the underlying collateral, in order
to determine the priority order of creditors in bankruptcy. In their full sample, ﬁntech lenders issued 268,359 loans
whereas banks issued about 4.9 million loans.
6
Fintech customers are shown to have decent credit scores, which rules out a purely ﬁnancial inclusion story of
extending credit to the unbanked population. For example, Di Maggio and Yao (2020) examine consumer loans, and
show that FinTech customers have decent credit scores and good education, and seem to have diﬀerent consumption
habits as compared with bank customers of similar observed characteristics; Buchak, Matvos, Piskorski, and Seru
(2018) study mortgage and ﬁnd that FinTech business focus signiﬁcantly more on reﬁnancing. In addition, the
evidence on how equilibrium interest rate respond to FinTech entry have been mixed.
7
In those settings, ﬁntechs and banks essentially oﬀer the same product but may diﬀer in production costs—
intuitively, ﬁntechs have better information processing abilities (see, for instance, Hau, Huang, Shan, and Sheng,
2019; He, Huang, and Zhou, 2020; Chu and Wei, 2021; Biancini and Verdier, 2019) while banks have lower funding
costs.
8
See Buchak, Matvos, Piskorski, and Seru (2018); Fuster, Plosser, Schnabl, and Vickery (2019); Tang (2019).
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Figure 1: Fintech Lenders Summary (Lender Count)

Fintech Lender Count: Services (A), Learning Technology (B) and Collateral Usage (C). The
upper panels are based on a textual analysis of the company descriptions from Pitchbook. From companies
whose vertical contains “ﬁntech”, I identiﬁed 867 ﬁntech lenders as those whose descriptions contain
keywords “lending platform”, “ﬁnancing solutions”, “overdraft”, “late due” and others. Among these
ﬁntech lenders, I classify their business models using more detailed keywords, and present the results in
Panel A. For example, lenders providing working capital loans are identiﬁed as those whose descriptions
indicate lending against “sales”, “receivables”, “invoices”, “working capital” and etc; lenders providing
personal loans contain keywords such as “buy now pay later”. The classiﬁcation is not exclusive, but
overlaps are uncommon. In Panel B, ﬁntech lenders are identiﬁed as providing digitalized service (“online”,
“web-based” and etc), and analyzing borrower risks via algorithmic models (keywords “machine learning”,
“algorithmic”, “artiﬁcial intelligent” and etc). The counts probably underestimate, because the description
contains only a few sentences. Panel C borrows from Gopal and Schnabl (2020), who use UCC ﬁlings to
examine secured small business lending. The presence of ﬁntech lenders is small, and ﬁntech loans are
mainly collateralized by merchant cash advance (MCA) which is closer to the working capital loan model
than against physical collateral.
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Figure 2: Loan NPV to Lenders

This graph illustrates the types of borrowers whose loan NPV is positive to the bank or the ﬁntech.
borrower type w, which indexes a market. In each market, one bank and one ﬁntech simultaneously
choose whether or not to make an oﬀer, and the corresponding interest rate if an oﬀer is made. The
bank is unable to seize cash ﬂow a, and lends via collateralizing the capital.9 Since borrowers have
the same collateral value if they get ﬁnanced, the initial wealth represents the observable credit
quality and determines the borrower’s quality to the bank. The bank thus exits markets of low
wealth w in the spirit of Holmstrom and Tirole (1997), and otherwise always makes an oﬀer with
an interest rate capped by the collateral value.
The ﬁntech lends via data. Motivated by the big data revolution, I allow for rich information
structures: At an entropy cost, the ﬁntech secretly learns about an arbitrary partition of the latent
productivity, which classiﬁes borrowers into productivity categories. Consistent with conﬁdential
algorithms in practice, the information acquisition strategy is unobservable to the bank. Moreover,
the ﬁntech is able to seize a fraction of the realized cash ﬂows. Therefore, unlike the bank, the ﬁntech
values high-productivity borrowers, and becomes more tolerant on productivity when borrowers
are wealthier and borrow less. As a summary of lending technologies, Figure 2 illustrates the loan
surplus from the planner’s point of view as a function of borrower types, and highlights the types
of positive NPV to each lender in shaded areas.
My model ﬁts best with ﬁntech lending to small businesses against receivables: Thanks to
platform-based activities, the ﬁntech is able to learn about latent productivity and enforce a fraction
of revenues that ﬂow through. Nevertheless, the insight from my analysis carries over to a wide range
of ﬁntech lending, as long as borrowers are afraid to be excluded. Mapping to these applications,
the latent productivity/quality in my model captures a combination of the borrower’s ability and
9

See Hart and Moore (1994); Hart (1995); Kiyotaki and Moore (1997); Kehoe and Levine (1993); Rampini and
Viswanathan (2010); Lian and Ma (2021) (for small businesses); and others.
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willingness to repay, with the latter reﬂecting the preference for the ﬁntech’s services—-featured as
swift, ﬂexible, and network-based that are more diﬃcult for the bank to provide.10
When a borrower receives two (simultaneous) oﬀers, she takes the one with lower eﬀective price.
For the bank, the interest rate quote on its riskless loan backed by the collateral is just the eﬀective
price. This is not the case for risky ﬁntech loans. Borrowers with low productivities may default
and only repay the fraction of cash ﬂows that could be enforced, leading to an eﬀective price that
is lower than the ﬁntech’s quoted rate. What is more, the ﬁntech potentially suﬀers from adverse
selection: borrowers with low productivities choose the ﬁntech because defaulting is more attractive
than the bank’s quote. In the competition equilibrium, given the competitor’s lending decisions and
interest rates, a lender’s strategy maximizes its expected net proﬁts. Because information aﬀects
the adverse selection that the ﬁntech faces, its jointly chooses how much information to acquire as
well as its loan pricing strategy to compete with the bank.
I start my analysis by providing a benchmark case where the ﬁntech has no information, which
corresponds to the industry’s early stages. The equilibrium may fall into three diﬀerent types
depending on the wealth level. First, in markets with mid-ranged wealth, the ﬁntech even exits,
rendering a monopolistic bank. As compared with those in richer markets, these borrowers have
lower quality to both lenders. To the bank, a larger (despite being riskless) loan leads to a lower
bank rate given the ﬁxed collateral value. To the ﬁntech, they are from an observably riskier pool,
which combined with the lower, constrained bank rate lead to even more severe adverse selection
and the ﬁntech’s exit. Second, in richer markets, the adverse selection is milder, but the ﬁntech
still makes zero proﬁts in the (mixed-strategy) competition equilibrium. Last, the ﬁntech is a
monopolist in the unbanked markets with low wealth, which are the only places where it could
potentially make proﬁts. Overall, without information it is diﬃcult for the ﬁntech to compete with
the bank due to adverse selection.
This benchmark highlights two aspects of the ﬁntech’s information technology, on which the
ﬁntech’s business crucially relies: the ability to learn within market and the information spillover
across markets. First, the costly information enables the ﬁntech to make informed lending decisions,
alleviating adverse selection. Second, since markets in the middle are diﬃcult to enter, the big
data technology becomes essential, which identiﬁes latent characteristics across observationally
heterogeneous groups. In this way, the ﬁntech is able to expand by using the acquired information
from existing customers (say poor borrowers) to new markets (say wealthy borrowers).
In the main model without cross-market information spillover, I show that in the unique equilibrium, the ﬁntech learns to discriminate only two intervals of productivity in each market, so that
the low-productivity borrowers are rejected. In equilibrium lenders compete in mixed strategies,
and market specialization arises with both lenders making positive proﬁts. Borrowers with low
10

For example, Alibaba, with its biggest small merchants platform in China, does not automatically deduct the
borrowers’ business sales; for personal loans, ﬁntechs oﬀer ﬂexible ﬁnancing solutions and tailored services, such as
those for ad hoc ﬁnancing needs—moving apartments or child adoption, and “Buy Now Pay Later” loans for buying a
coﬀee. Moreover, even without the exclusion threat, the alternative data are informative to identify eligible borrowers
who prefer to pay on time (say Autopay enrollment for utility bills).
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productivities are captured (but not identiﬁed) by the bank, which then elevates the bank’s overall
pricing, and this in turn yields room for ﬁntech proﬁt. The equilibrium ﬁntech proﬁts are U-shaped
across wealth levels. They are high both in the unbanked markets and in the rich population over
whom the bank squeeze the most. In the middle, since the bank’s low margins drive down the
ﬁntech’s potential proﬁts, the ﬁntech does not learn and exit this segment.
It is worth highlighting that in this competitive equilibrium, the ﬁntech’s learning problem
is simpliﬁed to ﬁnding the optimal screening threshold, despite the rich action space for price
discrimination and a ﬂexible information acquisition technology (arbitrary partitional structure).
This striking result, which contrasts sharply to previous credit competition models, is driven by
the entropy learning cost, competition and debt contract. First of all, the entropy or information
quantity of a partitional structure only depends on the event probabilities, and an interval-based
structure induces the most “informed” pricing strategy that is monotone in type. Second, the ﬁntech
faces a residual demand from the bank who, because of the heterogeneous lending technologies, only
cares about the ﬁntech’s pricing but not the implied information. Put it diﬀerently, competition
hurts the incentive to acquire information and price discriminate on productivity type. In fact, in
my model the competition is so ﬁerce that mixed strategies imply that the ﬁntech is indiﬀerent
about pricing conditional on making an oﬀer. Third, upon default, debt contract itself allows for
the borrower-type-dependent pricing: Conditional on winning a customer, the actual payments
upon default depend on her underlying type anyway. The last two reasonings suggest that the
ﬁntech only has incentive to learn and screen out borrowers with suﬃciently low negative NPV,
which, combined with the ﬁrst result, imply that the ﬁntech’s optimal learning strategy features a
single threshold serving as the screening standard.
The model helps us think about the potential ﬁntech disruption to the traditional lending
industry in the wake of big data technology. The more traditional information accumulation such
as “learning by doing” suggests concentration and or a monotone expansion across markets,11 and is
thus less helpful to ﬁntech expansion due to the U-shaped market proﬁts. The big data technology,
however, helps to identify latent characteristics across observationally heterogeneous groups. This
essence is captured by the model extension with information spillover across markets, in which
the ﬁntech has the option to use the acquired information in new markets at lower costs. The
information acquisition strategy is still characterized by screening standards—-a decreasing step
function of wealth levels. In addition, adopting the high screening standard from poor borrowers
in the rich markets renders more customers to the competitor bank, which serves as a commitment
device for better specialization and elevated equilibrium price.
11

See Blickle, Parlatore, and Saunders (2021).
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Related Literature
There is growing empirical literature on ﬁntech lending.12 Collectively, this literature shows that
ﬁntechs and traditional lending are not competing in the same dimension: ﬁntechs oﬀer specialized,
automated services and have better information processing technologies, and ﬁntechs’ clients have
decent observable qualities.
Fintechs process data faster and more eﬃciently. For mortgages, Fuster, Plosser, Schnabl, and
Vickery (2019) ﬁnd that ﬁntechs process applications 20% faster; Buchak, Matvos, Piskorski, and
Seru (2018) show that ﬁntechs concentrate on the reﬁnancing services, which more standardized
than new mortgages. Erel and Liebersohn (2020) look at the guaranteed PPP (Paycheck Protection
Plan) loans, and show that ﬁntechs assist the more needed areas that are under served by banks.
Jansen, Nguyen, and Shams (2021) ﬁnd that algorithmic underwriting is more stable across loan
characteristics and outperforms the human underwriting.
Fintech lending is shown to be information-driven and uses alternative data. Closest to the
motivating example of this paper, Ghosh, Vallee, and Zeng (2021) show synergy between data
and lending: the ﬁntech is more likely to grant loans to small businesses with a larger fraction of
traceable transaction records, and this in turn promotes cashless payments. Importantly, Gambacorta, Huang, Li, Qiu, and Chen (2020) show that big tech credit is more data-based as opposed
to collateral-based: credit does not correlate with local business conditions and house prices, but
reacts strongly to changes in ﬁrm characteristics. Vallee and Zeng (2019) show a retreat of retail
investors in P2P lending. As for alternative data, simple digital footprints like IOS versus Android
devices (Berg, Burg, Gombović, and Puri, 2020), phone logs (Agarwal, Alok, Ghosh, and Gupta,
2020), education and employment (Di Maggio, Ratnadiwakara, and Carmichael, 2021) are shown as
informative in predicting consumer default, as complementary to traditional credit bureau scores.
On welfare implications, Fuster, Goldsmith-Pinkham, Ramadorai, and Walther (2020) ﬁnd that
Black and Hispanic borrowers are disproportionately less likely to gain from the introduction of
machine learning. D’Acunto, Ghosh, Jain, and Rossi (2020) show that human lenders’ choices
display pervasive and economically sizable discrimination as compared with those made by the
robo-advising tool.
Other empirical studies examine bank-ﬁntech competition. Tang (2019) ﬁnd that P2P lenders
substitute for banks in the consumer loan market. Di Maggio and Yao (2020) show that clients
of ﬁntech consumer loans have decent credit quality, but default more frequently ex post. Balyuk,
Berger, and Hackney (2020) look at small business loans, and show that P2P lending competes
with large, out-of-market banks, rather than small, in-market banks.
More recent studies examine ﬁntech lending during the COVID-19 pandemic shock. Ben-David,
Johnson, and Stulz (2021) show that ﬁntech lenders become ﬁnancially constrained and lending
to small businesses collapsed. Bao and Huang (2021) ﬁnd that ﬁntechs expand credit to new and
ﬁnancially constrained borrowers, and borrowers holding both loan types prioritize the payment of
12

For surveys of digital disruption in banking, see Berg, Fuster, and Puri (2021); Allen, Gu, and Jagtiani
(2020);Vives (2019) and others.
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bank loans. Cumming, Martinez Salgueiro, Reardon, and Sewaid (2020) show that P2P lending
dropped earlier but less in volume, and that CARES Act policies have little eﬀects on P2P and
Equity Crowdfunding platforms.
My paper relates to the literature of credit market competition with asymmetric information.
However, in this literature, lenders essentially oﬀer homogeneous ﬁnancing products and value the
borrowers’ quality the same way, and the competition is an application of common value auction.13
Broecker (1990) studies lending market competition where symmetric banks each observes private
signals about the borrower’s creditworthiness. Hauswald and Marquez (2003) study the competition between an informed bank whose information may spillover to an uninformed competitor.14
Asymmetric information also arises with relationship lending. My paper and the relationship banking literature share the ﬂavor that the gathered information is less useful to outsiders—in this
literature, soft information is hard to be veriﬁed. However, there is no competition in this literature and borrowers have exogenous outside option, whereas in my paper the bank strategically
competes with the ﬁntech.15
There are emerging theoretical studies about ﬁntech disruption in lending. Parlour, Rajan, and
Zhu (2021) highlight the synergy between payments and lending, and examine the implications of
ﬁntech competition in payment services disrupting the information spillover to the bank’s lending
services. The key diﬀerence from my paper is that there is no competition in lending: the vertically integrated bank with both payment and lending services the a monopolistic lender, whereas
ﬁntechs only oﬀer payment services. Fintech competition promotes ﬁnancial inclusion, but may
hurt consumers with a strong bank preference. He, Huang, and Zhou (2020) study the welfare
implications of the open banking regulation and caution the potential perverse eﬀects on borrowers
even if they can voluntarily choose sharing data. Vives and Ye (2021) examine how the diﬀusion of
information technology aﬀects lending competition, and show that technological improvement can
reduce welfare if it weakens the eﬀect of distance on monitoring costs.

2

The Model

The economy has three types of risk neutral agents: a continuum of borrowers each with a unit
investment opportunity, who diﬀer in their initial wealth and their latent project productivity;
two types of lenders—a bank and a ﬁntech, who oﬀer diﬀerent lending services and compete for
borrowers via simultaneous oﬀers.
13

Hausch (1987), Kagel and Levin (1999), and Banerjee (2005) explore information structures that allow each
bidder to have some private information.
14
More broadly, lending market competition with asymmetric information is important for studying many issues
such as capital requirements (e.g., Thakor, 1996), borrowers’ incentives to improve project quality (e.g., Rajan,
1992), information dispersion and relationship building (e.g., Marquez, 2002), credit allocation (e.g., Dell’Ariccia and
Marquez, 2004, 2006).
15
Sharpe (1990) explores the idea that a bank knows its existing customers better than a new competitor does.
Rajan (1992) analyzes how an informed bank may extract surplus from borrower entrepreneur and create agency
problem. Petersen and Rajan (1995) show that interbank competition leads to credit rationing as per Stiglitz and
Weiss (1981).
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The baseline model has two dates t = 0, 1 with no discounting. At t = 0, borrowers use their
own funds and ﬁnance the shortfall to buy capital and produce. However, repayments at t = 1
are subject to limited enforcement constraints. The traditional bank lends by collateralizing the
physical capital, and as the modeling highlights, the ﬁntech’s platform-based services enable it to
seize revenue cash ﬂows as well as acquiring information about the borrower’s latent productivity.
The bank-ﬁntech competition framework highlights the bank’s lending via physical collateral
versus the ﬁntech’s lending that uses data. More broadly speaking, the ﬁntech lender is able to
enforce payments via an exclusion threat, thanks to its specialized services (swift, customer-tailored
and platform-based). For the same pool of borrowers, lenders have diﬀerent preferences, with the
ﬁntech lender attaching more value to the borrower’s latent characteristics. Then how does the
ﬁntech acquire information to compete for eligible borrowers, and what does the resulting credit
market competition look like?

2.1

Borrowers

A unit measure of borrowers each has an investment opportunity (project) at t = 0.
Projects

The project needs one unit of capital k = 1 to set up, which costs 1 dollar, and generates

cash ﬂow a at t = 1. Borrowers diﬀer in their initial wealth w ∈ [0, w] with w ≤ 1 and productivity
a ∈ [a, a]. Initial wealth w is observable, and its distribution is summarized by the CDF H (w) and
the PDF h (w). Productivity a is private information, and the prior distribution is summarized
by the CDF G (a) and the PDF g (a). Conditional on any pool of borrowers with the same initial
wealth w, I assume that g (a |w ) = g (a) .
At t = 0, a borrower ﬁnances the shortfall 1−w to buy capital, subject to the limited enforcement
constraints that depend on lender technology. Speciﬁcally, a borrower takes a loan with face value
1 − w with net interest rate r, implying that she promises to pay (1 + r) (1 − w). At t = 1, the
borrower has the unit capital k = 1 and cash ﬂow a at hand, and the capital has liquidation value
θ ∈ (0, 1). However, a lender j is only able to seize the amount of Φj (a, k = 1; θ). The borrower
runs way with the amount that could not be enforced, and the actual repayment is
n

o

min (1 + r) (1 − w) , Φj (a, k = 1; θ) .

(1)

In the following part of the discussions on limited enforcement, I highlight the conceptual diﬀerence
between the bank’s lending against physical collateral and the ﬁntech’s lending via investing in
data. The details of the function Φj (a, k = 1; θ) for j ∈ {b(ank), f (intech)}, and the implications
on lending strategies at t = 0 will be introduced in the discussions on lenders.
I assume that borrowers enjoy suﬃciently large non-pecuniary beneﬁts from investing.16 Hence,
16
Without the assumption, there is an extensive margin of borrower participation in the ﬁntech loan, which complicates the ﬁntech’s lending proﬁts without adding more insights. One could also assume that w = 1 and regulation
stipulates an usury rate ru , under which a borrower with reasonable private beneﬁt is willing to take a loan oﬀer.
However, this speciﬁcation adds kinks in the upper bound interest rate and thus competition equilibrium across
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a borrower always invests when loan oﬀer(s) are available, and she just chooses the oﬀer with lower
eﬀective price (1), if she receives oﬀers from both lenders.
Throughout the paper, each wealth level w indexes a market. Since a lender’s oﬀer is conditional
on the observable wealth w, competition is separate for each pool of borrowers who share the same
w. A market of a smaller w is riskier to both lenders: Given the ﬁxed-scale investment, 1 − w is
the borrower’s loan-to-value ratio (LTV).
In my paper, w captures both the loan demand as well as the riskiness of the loan; but one can
separate these two eﬀects via the market size h (w) dw.17 To see this, conditional on an individual
borrower, only the leverage matters for lender competition while the loan demand is merely scaling.
Within a market, the resulting lending proﬁts depend on the market demand (1 − w) h (w) dw,
which includes both the individual demand 1 − w and market size h (w) dw.
Data versus collateral: limited enforcement Absent limited enforcement, a borrower is able
to pledge against the capital (“land” in Kiyotaki and Moore, 1997) plus the cash ﬂow a (“fruit” in
Kiyotaki and Moore, 1997). However, a borrower easily runs away with cash ﬂows. A traditional
bank collateralizes the physical (unit) capital, and is then willing to lend up to the collateral
liquidation value θ. The ﬁntech lender, who has newly entered the playing ﬁeld and provides
automated services, lacks the expertise and personnel to evaluate and liquidate physical collateral.
Instead, the ﬁntech’s platform-based services enable it to acquire information about the latent
productivity, and seize a fraction of revenues that ﬂow through at t = 1.
For example, a food truck uses Square’s point of sale system. In practice, Square oﬀers business loans that are automatically repaid via a percentage of sales; a similar product is oﬀered by
PayPal and Amazon, among others. Still, Square is concerned about low productivity with small
deductible amount, but past on-platform activities allow Square to acquire information and make
lending decisions accordingly. Importantly, without alternative data, such as the real-time location
information of the food truck, a bank is unable to predict the future sales. Furthermore, even if
the bank could learn this information, it would be unable to seize the food truck’s cash ﬂows. The
bank lends via physical collateral, which would be the truck in this example.
Although my paper ﬁts best with the cash ﬂow-based ﬁntech lending to small and medium
businesses, the key intuition applies to a general class of ﬁntech lenders, as long as borrowers
concern about being excluded. Fintech lending is generally swift, customer-tailored and network or
platform-based, which are diﬃcult to be provided by traditional lending. This enables enforcement
via an exclusion threat. For example, Ant Financials (Alibaba) does not deduct any of its borrower’s
sales, yet a borrower repays the loan in order not to be excluded from the largest online small
merchant platform in China. Intuitively, a borrower with higher productivity expect to lose more
revenue upon exclusion, so that productivity a determines the amount that could be enforced.
diﬀerent w, without adding more insights.
17
In the baseline model, I do not deal with scalable investments and endogenous leverage, and focus on the lender
competition given the leverage risks. As we will see later, borrowers have unobservable productivities. A scalable
investment decision involves signaling, whereas the ﬁxed-scale investment assumption keeps the borrower’s decision
simple as choosing a favorable loan oﬀer.
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In the case of personal loans, such as the “buy now pay later” loans that allow for splitting the
purchase of even a coﬀee machine, borrowers repay the loans to smooth purchases in future.18
Broadly speaking, the borrower’s initial wealth w reﬂects the traditional, observable credit
quality such as leverage ratio or FICO scores, which both types of lenders care about. On the
other hand, the latent characteristic a reﬂects a combination of the willingness and ability to pay
the ﬁntech’s specialized services, which, in this paper, only reﬂects the ﬁntech’s customer quality.
Moreover, alternative data allows the ﬁntech to acquire information about the relevant latent
characteristic, such as productivity in business lending, or consumption and payment habits in
personal loans.

2.2

Lenders

There are two lenders, a bank and a ﬁntech. Both have unlimited funding at cost 1. This is a simplifying assumption, and is equivalent to having only one bank (ﬁntech) in each market throughout the
paper (in the main model).19 Consistent with the paper’s focus on the competition between diﬀerent lending technologies, I study how lenders with market power over their respectively specialized
customers compete with each other.
In each market indexed by wealth w, lenders make make decisions simultaneously, and the
contracting space is restricted to standard debts. Each lender chooses whether or not to make a
loan oﬀer, and its interest rate if the oﬀer is made. As explained shortly, the ﬁntech lender jointly
chooses its information acquisition strategy and lending strategy to compete in an informed way.
A borrower who receives two oﬀers chooses the one with the lower eﬀective interest rate (1); upon
ties, the chance of winning for each lender is 12 .20
The following two parts on bank and ﬁntech respectively characterize how the limited enforcement at t = 1 restricts their lending strategies, as well as the ﬁntech’s information acquisition.
Bank

The bank is not able to seize cash ﬂows a, but lends against the physical capital as collateral.

The liquidation value of the collateral at t = 1 is θ < 1; it is exogenous and publicly observable,
capturing ineﬃcient reallocation of capital (costs 1) to a secondary market. Hence, at t = 1, the
bank is able to seize
Φb (a, k = 1; θ) = θ.
Suppose that the bank lends to a borrower with initial wealth w at a net interest rate rb (w). The
repayment that could be collected at t = 1 is thus
n

min



o

1 + rb (w) (1 − w) , θ .

18

Other types of consumption loans oﬀer tailored ﬁnancing solutions to relatively ad hoc spending needs such as
moving or adoption. In this case, a also reﬂects consumption habit.
19
The model extension part allows for information spillover and ﬁntech’s expansion across markets. In that case,
it is more reasonable to assume only one ﬁntech lender.
20
The detail of tie-breaking rule does not matter as long as each lender’s winning probability is smaller than 1.
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As w is observable, it is without loss of generality to focus on riskless debt for bank loans,21 and
the bank never charges more than the pledgeable collateral value:




≥ 1 + rb (w) (1 − w) .

θ
|{z}
collateral value

{z

|

}

(2)

unit gross rate

The borrower’s initial wealth completely determines her quality to the bank. To see this,
because of the unit capital k = 1, the collateral value θ is the same across all borrowers. Borrowers
with lower wealth w need more ﬁnancing, which translates to a tighter collateral constraint (2).
The bank exits the markets with w < 1 − θ in the spirit of Holmstrom and Tirole (1997), and I
henceforth refer to these markets as the unbanked population. For markets with w ≥ 1 − θ, the
bank is able to guarantee break-even by charging rb (w) = 0, and its maximum interest rate is given
by due to (2):
Rb (w) ≡

θ
.
1−w

To summarize,
let mb (w) denote the probability that the bank makes a loan oﬀer in market w,



and let F b rb ; w denote the distribution of the bank’s pricing rb (w); my formulation allows for
both mixed and pure strategies. Then
mb (w) =


1,

w ≥ 1 − θ,

0,

w < 1 − θ,

and when an oﬀer is made, the support of interest rate is








supp rb (w) ⊂ 0, Rb (w) ≡

θ
.
1−w

For simplicity, I assume that the bank is unable to acquire information about productivity
a. Since the bank debt is secured by capital, a borrower’s quality to the bank is independent of
productivity a. Even if the bank does acquire information about a, the information is irrelevant
about the borrower payment per se, but may reveal the competitor ﬁntech’s strategy—-as will be
introduced next, the ﬁntech acquires information about the latent a and extends loans accordingly.
This distinction between the bank and the ﬁntech separates my paper from previous credit
market competition models (Broecker (1990), Hauswald and Marquez (2003), and He, Huang, and
Zhou (2020)). There, lenders oﬀer the same product, and the information about the borrower’s
creditworthiness is valuable to lenders in the same way. Price competition is an application of
common value auctions. In some studies, borrowers also have lender preference (for example, a
bank that is located nearby); in that context, the borrower’s preference type kicks in as a wedge in
price comparison, as opposed to the diﬀerent lending technologies in this paper.
21

If the bank charges a higher interest rate than implied by the collateral value, the borrower is expected to default,
in which case renegotiation drives down the repayment to the collateral value θ.
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Fintech Consistent with the empirical evidence, the ﬁntech lacks expertise in dealing with traditional physical collateral. For example, Gopal and Schnabl (2020) examine secured small business
lending and show relatively small presence of ﬁntechs.22 As a novel feature of the paper, the ﬁntech
is able to seize β ∈ (0, 1] of cash ﬂow a at t = 1, i.e.,
Φf (a, k = 1; θ) = βa.

(3)

At net interest rate rf (w), the repayment that the ﬁntech could collect is
n

min



o

1 + rf (w) (1 − w) , βa .

(4)

With unobservable productivity, the ﬁntech makes lending oﬀers based on expectation, and suﬀers
from
potential
adverse selection—borrowers with low productivity are more likely to pay less (βa <


1 + rf (w) (1 − w)) and thus choose the ﬁntech oﬀer.

Hence, information is crucial for the ﬁntech. I assume that before the lending decision the
ﬁntech can acquire information about the productivity a at Shannon entropy cost; the acquisition
strategy is unobservable. Shannon entropy measures the “amount of information” in information
theory.
Speciﬁcally, I focus on the information acquisition technology that results in any arbitrary
partition

n

o

P f,w ≡ Ai (w) ⊂ [a, a]

of productivity a, where Ai (w) ⊂ [a, a] refers to a typical set in the partition.23 A partitional
structure allows the ﬁntech to group borrowers into arbitrary productivity categories, and thus
accommodates a wide range of informed actions such as price diﬀerentiation. For example, suppose that a ∈ [0, 1]. A partition {[0, 0.2)

S

[0.6, 1] , [0.2, 0.6)} allows the ﬁntech to identify whether

the productivity is in between 0.2 and 0.6; if it is in between, the ﬁntech’s posterior belief about
productivity is characterized by the conditional density g ( a| 0.2 ≤ a < 0.6). Although the partitional information structure is less general than the ﬂexible information acquisition in the rational
inattention literature (which allows for any distribution of posteriors), the latter often restricts the
action space.
Suppose that the ﬁntech learns that a borrower with wealth w has productivity a ∈ Ai (w).


Given the bank’s pricing rb (w), the ﬁntech is willing to lend at rf w, Ai ≥ 0, if
h

n









o

E min βa, rf w, Ai + 1 (1 − w)

|

{z

i

Ai , rf , rb ≥ 1 − w.
}

(5)

expected repayment
22

Their sample is based on the UCC ﬁlings in which lenders report non-real estate collateral to secure priority in
the case of default. For the lenders that granted more than 1500 loans during their sample period of 2006 to 2016,
there are 347 banks versus 20 ﬁntechs. Within ﬁntechs, most of them oﬀer merchant-cash-advance (MCA) loans,
which are cash-ﬂow based loans (Lian and Ma (2021)).
i
i
i′
23
i
i′
A partition of [a, a] requires that all sets or events A
S ∈ P arei disjoint, i.e., for any A ̸= A , we have A ∩A = ∅,
and that the union of events correspond to [a, a], i.e., Ai ∈P A = [a, a]
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The ﬁntech updates its belief based on the private signal Ai and the borrower’s choice over the
lenders’ oﬀers—borrowers with low productivity are more likely to choose the ﬁntech. From Eq. 5,
the ﬁntech is willing to serve borrowers with higher productivity a, and becomes more tolerant on
a low productivity as borrowers become wealthier. For example, if the ﬁntech perfectly observes
productivity a, it rejects borrowers with βa < 1 − w who
have negative
loan NPV to the ﬁntech.
n
o
For a ﬁntech equipped with information P f,w , let mf Ai ; w



denote the probability

Ai ∈P f,w

that
the ﬁntech makes
an oﬀer when the borrower’s productivity is within Ai (w), and similarly
n

o
F f rf Ai (w) ; w

oﬀer.

denote the ﬁntech’s pricing distribution conditional on making an

Ai ∈P f,w

Entropy Learning
Cost and Information Spillover To explicitly characterize the informa

f,w
tion cost, let I P
denote the entropy or information quantity of the acquired information. The




entropy of a random variable a with density g (a) is −E [log g (a)]. I P f,w measures the distance
between the prior belief and the average posterior belief, which is



I P f,w
|

{z










i

≡ E [log g (a)] −E 
E log g a A (w)  .

|

}

{z

}

|

prior

entropy of info structure

{z

}

posterior

Let c denote the unit information cost, and then the cost of acquiring partition P f,w to classify
productivity a in market w is






C f,w P f,w ; w ≡ |{z}
c ·
unit cost

I P f,w
|

{z


}

· dH (w) .

(6)

| {z }

entropy of info structure market size

The total cost of learning across diﬀerent markets of w is then C f ≡

R
w





c P f,w .

In the model extension, I allow for information spillover across markets of w, which reﬂects the
out-of-sample predictability of the big data technology. Speciﬁcally, suppose that the ﬁntech has
acquired information structure P f,w for market w, and chooses its information acquisition strategy
in a new market w′ ̸= w. Information spillover gives the ﬁntech the option to use the acquired
information P f,w in the new market w′ at reduced cost
C f,w

′











P f,w , w′ = δ · cI P f,w dH w′ ,

(7)

where δ ≤ 1.
There are a few aspects worth noting. First, δ does not vary with the distance between markets
(|w − w′ |). Hence, any depreciation in the value of a ﬁxed information structure across markets
come from the ﬁntech’s preference for borrowers and bank-ﬁntech competition. The model and
main insights are robust to the speciﬁcation of δ (|w − w′ |) which increases in |w − w′ |. Second, the
ﬁntech may still forgo this option and acquire a new information structure with unit information cost
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Figure 3: Borrower Choice and Lender Proﬁts

I illustrate lenders’ proﬁts in market w given their
rate oﬀers. Theleft (right)
panel
 interest


f
f
f
b
b
b
shows the ﬁntech’s (bank’s) proﬁts. Two cases, r , r1 with r1 < r , and r , r2 with r2f > rb ,
are plotted, where the proﬁts are the shaded areas of green and red. The borrower’s choice and
her actual repayment could be directly read from which lender’s proﬁts that she contributes to.
at c. Finally, δ = 1 corresponds to the case where the ﬁntech independently acquires information
in each market, without any information spillover across markets.

2.3

Payoﬀs of Lenders

Recall that lenders make simultaneous oﬀers to compete, and a borrower chooses the oﬀer with a
lower eﬀective rate (1) when both oﬀers are available. As explained in Section 2.2, it is without
loss of generality to focus on riskless bank loans that satisfy the borrowing constraint (2), so that
the bank’s eﬀective interest rate is its quote rb . In contrast, a ﬁntech loan may be risky due to
imperfect information about a, and the eﬀective ﬁntech interest rate to borrower (w, a) is




βa
min r ,
−1 .
1−w
f

Figure3 summarizes a borrower’s loan choice and what the lenders expect to receive when the
bank’s interest rate is ﬁxed at rb and the ﬁntech’s interest rate varies as r1f < rb and r2f > rb . The
triangle ABC in the left panel show the maximum payment that the ﬁntech is able to seize ex post.
When the ﬁntech oﬀers a lower interest rate, we have
b

r >

r1f





βa
≥ min
− 1, r1f ,
1−w

and all borrowers choose the ﬁntech’s oﬀer. A borrower’s actual repayment depends on her type:
Those with low productivity do not repay in full thanks to the ﬁntech’s inferior enforcement with
them. The ﬁntech’s proﬁts are illustrated by the green area in the left Panel. If the bank’s rate is
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lower (rf = r2f ), any choice over the ﬁntech’s oﬀer is informative of a relatively low productivity


a<

(1 − w) 1 + rb





<

β

(1 − w) 1 + rf
β



.

The borrower does not repay in full at t = 1, and the amount that the ﬁntech seizes, βa, corresponds
to a lower lending cost than rb .24
In summary, because the ﬁntech’s enforcement depends on the latent productivity a (Eq. 3),
the borrowers with relatively low productivity stick with the ﬁntech. Knowing this, the ﬁntech tries
to win over its high quality borrowers by undercutting the bank’s interest rate. If the bank gives a
lower quote, the ﬁntech suﬀers from adverse selection and corresponding lending losses.
To formally characterize lender payoﬀs, let π j with j = {b, f } denote the b(ank)’s or the
f(intech)’s lending proﬁts in a speciﬁc market w. As will be shown later, mixed strategy arises
in the bank-ﬁntech competition. As explained in Section 2.2,
the ﬁntech
make informed lending
n
o
f,w
f
i
choices based on its acquired information P . Recall that m A ; w
is the probability
i
f,w




n

A∈P

that the ﬁntech makes an oﬀer conditional on Ai (w); F b rb ; w and F f rf Ai (w) ; w

o

Ai ∈P f,w

are the bank’s and the ﬁntech’s CDFs over randomized net interest rate, respectively. For notational
convenience, let




af r f ; w ≡



(1 − w) 1 + rf



(8)

β

denote the minimum productivity so that the borrower repays the ﬁntech interest rate rf in full.
Relatedly, let
rf (a; w) =

βa
−1
1−w

(9)

denote the maximum interest rate that a ﬁrm with proﬁtability a is able to repay ﬁntech.
In any market w ≥ 1 − θ, given the ﬁntech’s lending strategies, the bank’s proﬁt for any rb (w)
that satisfy the collateral constraint (2) is25


π

b

b

n

f

r , F ,m

f

o



∝

X
Ai ∈P f,w

Ai ∈P



,P

f,w

;w

(10)







f
f
P (Ai ) 
 1 − m (Ai ) + m (Ai ) ·

|

{z

no ﬁntech oﬀer

}

| {z }

ﬁntech oﬀer

Z a

h

af (rb )

| {z }

|

n

βa
1−w

i

{z

}




b
dG (a)
r .



lower quote

high a

A borrower chooses the bank’s oﬀer if rb < min



1 A i 1 − F f r b Ai

o

− 1, rf . This occurs when the bank’s

quote is lower, rb < rf , and at the same time the borrower’s productivity a is relatively high with
24

Without loss of generality, I omit the discussion of tie-breaking scenarios. Due to the incentive to undercut competitor and the ﬁntech’s higher “production cost”, in equilibrium the lenders oﬀer diﬀerent interest rates generically.
25
I write down the bank’s proﬁt per-unit-of the loan. The total proﬁt is the product of this term and the total loan
volume (1 − w) · dH (w).
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a > af rb , so that she is not able to run away with paying less than the bank’s quote rb . Note
that the information about a is related to the competitor ﬁntech’s strategies, and the bank forms
expectation over this strategic uncertainty by the ﬁntech’s information structure P f,w .
Similarly, given the information that the borrower’s productivity a belongs to Ai , the ﬁntech’s


proﬁts for any rf w, Ai is
π

f



F ,r ,P
b

f

f,w

A

i



h

∝ 1−F
|



b

{z

r

f

i





βa
E min
− 1, rf
1
−
w
}

lower quote





A

i



Z rf

+
|{z}
higher quote




Z af (rb ) 1 i  βa

 


A
b
−
1
g
(a)
da
dF
rb .


 a

P (Ai ) 1 − w
|
{z
}

(11)

low a: adverse selection

The ﬁntech updates its belief about a given the private information Ai , lender strategies, and the
borrower’s choice. The borrower chooses ﬁntech if rf < rb , which is the ﬁrst term; or she has
a relatively low a, so that even if rf > rb , defaulting with the ﬁntech and paying
attractive than

rb ,

βa
1−w

− 1 more

which is the second term. When w < 1 − θ, the ﬁntech is a monopolist, and the

proﬁt is just
π

f



r ,P
f

f,w

A

i







βa
= (1 − w) · dH (w) ·E min
− 1, rf
| {z } | {z }
1−w
loan size




i

A .

market size

The previous characterization takes the If the ﬁntech’s potential proﬁt is negative (positive)




for any (some) rf ,26 then mf Ai = 0 (= 1); with mixed strategy, potentially 0 ≤ mf Ai < 1


may arise, in which case mf Ai is pinned down by the competitor bank’s indiﬀerence conditions.
Hence, the ﬁntech’s unconditional lending proﬁts is


n

π f F b , r f , mf

o
Ai ∈P



, P f,w ; w =

X









P Ai · mf (Ai ) π f F b , rf , P f,w Ai .

Ai ∈P f,w

We pause to discuss how the productivity, and its information, aﬀects the credit market competition in my model. First, the productivity has a direct eﬀect on the ﬁntech’s enforceable repayments
or customer quality (hence a is more useful to the ﬁntech), but the information has no direct use
regarding the bank’s customer quality. Second, information about a has an indirect eﬀect on competition as a lender needs to outbid its competitor. In the earlier credit market competition models
with asymmetrically informed lenders, the lenders oﬀer the same loan product and the information
about credit quality is equally useful to them. Hence, the ﬁrst eﬀect diﬀers signiﬁcantly, and previous models are applications of common value auction. In that case, intuitively, less asymmetric
information strengthens competition. This is not the case in my model.27
26

If the ﬁntech has mixed strategy, its proﬁts are the same across the randomized interest rates, so the discussion
relies on the existence of some rf .
27
As shown in Section 3, in my model increasing the information advantage of the better informed lender (the
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Let Πj ≡

R
w

π j for j ∈ {b, f } denote a lender’s total lending proﬁts. Recall that ﬁntech’s

learning is costly, and hence its net proﬁt should be lending proﬁts less the information cost, i.e.,
Πf − C f .

2.4

Loan NPVs

In this part, I summarize the loan NPVs to both type of lenders as a function of types (w, a). This
benchmark highlights the lenders’ limited enforcement constraints from a constrained regulator’s
perspective, by assuming away the information friction and price competition. The analysis sheds
light on the types of borrowers over whom each lender specializes, and the types that both lenders
compete for.
When a borrower is funded, the surplus include her private non-pecuniary beneﬁt, which is
suﬃciently large so that she never rejects a loan oﬀer,28 and the latent productivity/willingness
to pay a, which is partly pledgeable only to the ﬁntech. The cost corresponds to the borrower’s
own funds w plus the borrowed 1 − w at the lender’s unit funding cost. The amount that could be
pledged to the bank is the project’s liquidation value θ.
Hence, a loan has positive NPV to a bank if
w ≥ 1 − θ,
which corresponds to setting rb (w) = 0 in the bank’s enforcement constraint (2). Intuitively,
given the collateral value of the project, the bank leave the markets with small endowment w
and excessively high leverage. As w is publicly observed, throughout the paper, the markets with
w < 1 − θ represent the unbanked population.
In contrast, a loan has positive NPV to the ﬁntech if
w + βa ≥ 1.
As the leverage increases (smaller w), the ﬁntech becomes more demanding on the latent type a.
Figure 2 illustrates the loan NPV to lenders as a function of (w, a). The shaded areas (blue for
bank and red for ﬁntech) refer to the types of borrowers whose loans have positive NPV to a speciﬁc
ﬁntech endogenously acquires information) does not always improve lending proﬁts. Surprisingly, even though the
ﬁntech learn about a in a ﬂexible way, the optimal learning results in a two-interval partition.
28
Denote the non-pecuniary beneﬁt by b. The ﬁrm is willing to borrow from bank and invest if
b + (a + 1)

|

{z

}

investment beneﬁt



− rb (w) + 1 (1 − w) ≥ w ⇒ b + a ≥ (1 − w) rb (w) .

|

{z

}

repayment

A suﬃcient condition is b ≥ θ, as
b + a ≥ (1 − w)

sup

rb (w) = θ − (1 − w) .

θ
w≥1−
1+r b (w)



For ﬁntech loan, the ﬁrm is willing to borrow from ﬁntech and invest if b + a + 1 − rf + 1 (1 − w) ≥ w, which holds
always if the ﬁntech perfectly observes a.
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type of lender. Under perfect information about a, each type of lender has a specialized market. The
ﬁntech promotes ﬁnancial inclusion by serving the suﬃciently productive (more generally, willing
and able to pay for ﬁntech’s service) but with small endowment w and thus unbanked population.
A real life example is ﬁntech loans made to newly graduates from top schools, who do not have
much savings or enough credit history, but with higher growth prospects in future earnings. In
contrast, borrowers who have high initial endowment but less enthusiasm for the ﬁntech platform
could only resort to the bank. The overlapping area imply the potential competition for borrowers
who are relatively wealthy as well as with higher productivities.
The NPV analysis provides a benchmark without information friction and lender competition.
The paper endogenizes the ﬁntech’s information acquisition that helps with better pricing and
competition with the bank. On the other hand, the bank is not able to learn about a, and thus
cannot perfectly squeeze the low-a and high-w borrowers.

2.5

Parameter Assumptions

To simplify the analysis without losing much of the qualitative insights, I make the following
parameter assumptions throughout the paper.
Assumption 1.
1. a is relatively low, such that the ﬁntech is subject to lemon problem, i.e.,

βa
1−w

< 1 for

w ∈ [0, w];
2. a is suﬃciently high. Without learning,
at least in the market of w → (1 − θ)− , the ﬁntech
h i
makes monopolistic proﬁts, i.e., E

βa
θ

≥ 1;

3. Unit learning cost c is relatively small c ≤ c.
We impose the following assumption further to ensure a well-behaved mixed strategy equilibrium
(to avoid “ironing” in Myerson, 1981).
Assumption 2. The productivity distribution G (a) is regular, i.e., virtual valuation function a −
1−G(a)
g(a)

3

is weakly-increasing.

Learning and Credit Market Competition

In this section, I examine the competition between the bank and the ﬁntech, when the ﬁntech
endogenously acquire information about the borrower’s latent productivity a in order to make
informed lending decisions. I shut down the information spillover across markets, and hence each
market as indexed by wealth w is independent in this part.
Section 3.1 characterizes the credit market equilibrium under an exogenous information structure. Section 3.2 presents the competition outcomes assuming two extreme information structures
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of the ﬁntech—no information about productivity a (prior), and perfect information about productivity a. These two corner cases show that the ﬁntech lender without information is vulnerable due
to adverse selection, but the competition from bank drastically reduces the value of information.
As a main result of the paper, Section 3.3 shows that the ﬁntech only sets a screening standard so
that borrowers below a certain threshold are rejected, despite ﬂexible pricing strategies and a rich
information acquisition technology.

3.1

Competition under Exogenous Information Structure

The following deﬁnes the competition equilibrium given an exogenous information structure (of
ﬁntech). I focus on markets with w ≥ 1 − θ; otherwise, the ﬁntech is a monopolist.29
As will be shown shortly, lender competition results in a mixed strategy equilibrium. Each lender
would like to lower its pricing to undercut the competitor as in Bertrand competition. However,
the ﬁntech suﬀers from adverse selection and hence has a higher production cost endogenously.
Thus the competitor bank earns some local monopoly power, and would like to increase the pricing
conditional on winning the customers. These two forces rule out equilibrium in pure strategies,
whose deﬁnition is presented in Appendix A.1. Deﬁnition 1 presents mixed strategy equilibrium
under exogenous information structure.
Deﬁnition 1. (Mixed Strategy Competition Equilibrium). Suppose the ﬁntech’s information is
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where π b is given in Eq. (10).
2). Given the bank’s pricing strategy F b (r) (mb = 1 for w ≥ 1 − θ), for any information Ai ,




the ﬁntech chooses whether or not
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a loan, i.e., mf Ai and the pricing rf Ai ; w when
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where π f is given in Eq. (11). Speciﬁcally, if the resulting π f F b , rf , P f,w w, Ai
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> 0, then

= 0; if the potential lending proﬁt is negative for any rf , then

= 0.

To summarize, in a mixed strategy equilibrium, any action on the support maximizes the lender’s
expected proﬁts, given the competitor’s strategy. The lender is indiﬀerent across all pricings on the
29
In this case, the ﬁntech simply decides whether or not to make an oﬀer conditional on information a ∈ Ai , and
the (monopolistic) oﬀer charges the highest possible interest rate.
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support (the ﬁntech may be indiﬀerent between whether or not to make an oﬀer when 0 < mf < 1).
The distribution of a lender’s pricing does not aﬀect its own payoﬀ, but supports the mixed strategy
equilibrium by making the competitor indiﬀerent over the competitor’s pricing.
As the potential adverse selection to the ﬁntech depends on lenders’ interest rates, the resulting
mixed strategy equilibrium may not be well-behaved (e.g., there exists an interior gap in the ﬁntech’s
pricing). To illustrate this point, consider the impact ofa lower rb oﬀer by the bank on the ﬁntech’s
proﬁt. This lowers the ﬁntech’s winning probability P rf < rb , which corresponds to a standard

quantity eﬀect similar to Varian (1980). However, my model features an additional quality eﬀect,
because as rb decreases, borrowers of lower productivity (a smaller red triangle in Figure 3) ﬁnd
optimal to stay with the ﬁntech oﬀer (and eventually default).
The second eﬀect is new to the literature. Under Assumption 2, ﬁxing the quantity eﬀect, there
is an optimal quote for the bank that maximizes the proﬁts from residual demand, which guarantees
the existence of a well-behaved mixed strategy equilibrium (under proper information structures).




In such equilibrium, lenders randomize over interval supports rj , rj , and the pricing distribution
is smooth, except that one lender may have a point mass at the upper bound interest rate.30

3.2

Benchmark Information Structures

In the ﬁrst benchmark case, the ﬁntech does not have information about productivity a, and is
vulnerable to adverse selection. I show that the ﬁntech does not make any proﬁts when the bank
is present, and even exits some markets. In the second benchmark case, the ﬁntech is exogenously
endowed with perfect information about productivity a. This leads to specialized customers and
positive proﬁts of both lenders: The ﬁntech rejects borrowers with low productivity, who become
the bank’s captured customers; the elevated bank pricing to extract captured borrowers in turn
renders room for ﬁntech proﬁts. This benchmark case also shows that the competition from bank
drastically reduces the value of information. The last observation is connected to the main result
of the optimality of a two-interval partition when I endogenize the ﬁntech’s information structure.
3.2.1

No Information

This case corresponds to early-stage ﬁntechs that rely on the publicly available information to
make credit decisions. In this paper, the traditional, publicly available credit-quality information
is characterized by the initial wealth w, as wealthier borrowers are less riskier given their lower
leverage. More broadly, type w could be interpreted as other traditional measures such as FICO
score, debt-to-income ratio, among others.
In my model, the latent productivity a determines how much the ﬁntech’s customer would be
able to repay. Borrowers with low productivities stick with the ﬁntech to eﬀectively repay less.
30

As another way to show well-behaved equilibrium, customer allocations could be implemented by a decision rule
of choosing the lower quoting price (under which the results in previous studies apply), as opposed to choosing the
lower eﬀective price. At the same time, lender pricing distributions are transformed accordingly to incorporate the
wedge between quoting versus eﬀective price comparison. Note that the transformation is with loss of generality,
since the adverse selection to the ﬁntech lender is determined by the distribution G (a).
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Hence, without information, the ﬁntech has a higher production cost endogenously, and demands
a premium to compensate for the loss from borrowers with low productivity. Let rf,be (w) denote
the ﬁntech’s break-even interest rate as a monopolist in market w, which is implicitly determined
by



E min





βa
− 1, rf,be (w)
1−w

= 0.

(14)

Note that the monopolistic break-even rate rf,be (w) is higher for markets with smaller w (for their
higher leverage).
In the presence of bank competition, the ﬁntech expects to receive a worse pool of customers
(in terms of productivity a) on average. When the bank oﬀers a lower quote, rb < rf , the ﬁntech
suﬀers from adverse selection. In this case, whoever takes the higher ﬁntech quote rf must have
a lower eﬀective cost and default ex post. Her productivity is relatively low, so that the actual
payment with the ﬁntech is smaller than paying rb to the bank as secured by the collateral, i.e.,
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1
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w
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βa
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1−w



< rb < rf .

actual payment to ﬁntech

The adverse selection makes the ﬁntech vulnerable. First, the ﬁntech exists the market with
mid-ranged w with 1 − θ ≤ w < ŵ, where ŵ denotes the cutoﬀ market that satisﬁes
rf,be (ŵ) = Rb (ŵ) .

(15)

Note that a necessary condition for the ﬁntech to extend an oﬀer is rf (w) ≥ rf,be (w), i.e., the rate
exceeds the monopolistic break-even rate. In the presence of bank competition, the ﬁntech expects
a worse pool of customers. On the other hand, the maximum rate that the bank is able to charge
is Rb (w) as determined by the ﬁxed collateral value. As illustrated in the left panel of Figure
4, rf,be (w) decreases in w and Rb (w), and rf,be (w) > Rb (w) when 1 − θ ≤ w ≤ ŵ. Intuitively,
as borrowers become poorer, the ﬁntech is less tolerant with low productivity, but the tightened
bank’s potential margin leaves no room for ﬁntech entry; therefore the monopolist bank charges
the full amount as secured by the collateral, rb (w) = Rb (w). As illustrated in the middle and right
panels of Figure 4, the bank makes higher proﬁts as the borrowers become wealthier.
Second, even when there is room for ﬁntech entry in markets with w ≥ ŵ, the ﬁntech makes
zero proﬁts due to its endogenously higher production cost. The unique equilibrium is in mixed
strategy. Intuitively, each lender has incentive to undercut its competitor. At the same time, the
bank enjoys a “local monopoly power” when it lowers the interest rate to rb = rf,be (w) (which
forces the ﬁntech to exit), and hence would like to increase its pricing. In equilibrium, the ﬁntech
is indiﬀerent between whether or not hto make an oﬀer,and lenders randomize their interest rates
over common interval [r (w) , r (w)) = rf,be (w) , Rb (w) . The ﬁntech’s oﬀering probability mf and
the interest rate bounds across markets are illustrated in the middle panel of Figure 4. Under our
parameters, there is higher ﬁntech presence in wealthier markets as measured by mf ; shown in the
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Figure 4: Equilibrium under No-Information Benchmark

I plot the interest rate bounds for the lenders (left panel), lender strategy (middle panel) and lender proﬁts
(right panel) as a function of market w. r and r respectively refer to the common lower bound and upper
bound of interest rates. The left vertical dashed line is w = 1 − θ, above which the ﬁntech faces
competition from bank; the right dashed line is w = ŵ as deﬁned by Eq (15), above which there is room for
ﬁntech entry. For w ≥ 1 − θ, as borrowers become wealthier, the ﬁntech presence mf increases. Parameter
values are: a is uniformly distributed over [0.05, 1], θ = 0.5 and β = 1.

right panel, the bank’s proﬁts are hurt by ﬁntech competition, but keep increasing with wealth w.
The following Proposition 1 summarizes the competition equilibrium across w ∈ [0, w].
Proposition 1. Suppose ﬁntech’s information about productivity a is the prior distribution. The
equilibrium is unique:31
1) in markets with w < 1 − θ, the bank does not make an oﬀer; the ﬁntech makes an oﬀer
rf

(w) =

βa
1−w

− 1 iﬀ





βa
− 1 ≥ 0;
E
1−w
2) in markets with 1 − θ ≤ w ≤ ŵ where ŵ satisﬁes rf,be (ŵ) = Rb (ŵ), the ﬁntech exits, and
the bank quotes the highest pledgeable rate rb (w) = Rb (w) ≡

θ
1−w

− 1;

3) in markets with ŵ < w ≤ w, the equilibrium is in mixed strategy. The ﬁntech makes an oﬀer
with probability mhf < 1 and the bank
always makes an oﬀer. Lender oﬀers are randomized over
i
f,be
b
common support r
(w) , R (w) , where the bank’s pricing CDF is

F b (r; w) =

with a mass point of size
Appendix. Lender proﬁts


f,be
1 − r (w) ,

rf,be (w) ≤ r < Rb (w) ,

1,

r = Rb (w) ,

r

rf,be (w)
at Rb (w). The details of mf and CDF F f (r) are provided
Rb (w)
are π b (r) = (1 − w) dH (w) · (1 − mf ) Rb (w) and π f (w) = 0.

in the

Proof. See Appendix A.2.
This benchmark exercise motivates two important aspects of information technology that are
crucial to ﬁntech expansion. First, the ﬁntech will not enter (or is indiﬀerent) the markets with
31
Under some parameters, there are a continuum of payoﬀ equivalent equilibria with diﬀerent ﬁntech quoting
interest rates but the borrowers always reject the ﬁntech oﬀer.
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an incumbent bank if it cannot acquire information. Second, the (informed) ﬁntech will enter the
unbanked markets, and the markets with rich borrowers whom the bank squeezes the most, before
entering markets between these two borrower populations. This observation has implications on
endogenous ﬁntech expansion thanks to the rising big data technology.
3.2.2

Perfect Information

In this part, the ﬁntech perfectly observes the productivity a with no cost. Absent information
friction, it is without loss of generality to focus on riskless ﬁntech debts. The following proposition
characterizes the unique equilibrium that arises, with illustration provided in Figure 5. Both
lenders have specialized customers, and still compete for those who are productive and wealthy.
The competition outcome also hints that the value of ﬁne information about a is limited.
Proposition 2. Suppose ﬁntech perfectly observes a. The equilibrium is unique:
1) in markets with w < 1 − θ, the bank does not make an oﬀer; the ﬁntech rejects borrowers
with

βa
1−w

< 1 and otherwise makes an oﬀer rf ≡

βa
1−w

− 1;

h

i

2) in markets with w ≥ 1 − θ, the bank makes a randomized oﬀer over r (w) , Rb (w) according
to CDF


1 − r ,
r
F b (r; w) =
1,

with a mass point of size

r(w)
Rb (w)

rowers with
a≥

a′′ (w),

rf

≤a<

r = Rb (w) ,

at Rb (w) ≡

The ﬁntech rejects borrowers
a′ (w)

r (w) ≤ r < Rb (w) ,

a′′ (w)

θ
1−w − 1, and r (w) is provided in the Appendix;
with a < a′ (w) ≡ 1−w
β , and makes an oﬀer otherwise: for
(1−w)(1+r)
βa
≡
, it charges rf (w, a) = 1−w
− 1; for borrowers
β

borwith

(w, a) is provided in the Appendix.

Proof. See Appendix A.3.
The screening by the informed ﬁntech lender not only avoids losses, but also leads to customer
specialization and ﬁntech proﬁts. The ﬁntech beneﬁts from identifying and rejecting borrowers
with negative NPV to the ﬁntech, i.e., a < a′ (w) ≡

1−w
β ;

these rejected borrowers become the

bank’s captured customers. The bank, however, is unable to identify the captured borrowers to
price discriminate; as a result the bank would like to increase its pricing overall. The elevated bank
price thus gives the room for the ﬁntech to earn positive proﬁts from borrowers with a ≥ a′ (w). In
addition, the ﬁntech specializes with the borrowers of intermediate productivity a′ (w) ≤ a < a′′ (w),
over whom the ﬁntech is unable to collect more than what the bank charges. (For example, borrower
a′ (w) repays zero interest rate to ﬁntech).
More formally, the equilibrium is in mixed strategy, which arises from the incentive to undercut
competitor and the bank’s incentive squeeze the captured borrowers with a < a′ (w) ≡
h

i

1−w
β .

The

bank randomizes over interval r (w) , Rb (w) with elevated pricing r (w) > 0. The ﬁntech rejects
borrowers with a < a′ (w), charges the highest rate that could be enforced, rf (w, a) =

βa
1−w

− 1, on

borrowers with intermediate productivity a′ (w) ≤ a < a′′ (w). The cutoﬀ borrower a′′ (w)’s ﬁntech
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Figure 5: Equilibrium when Fintech Perfectly Observes a

oﬀer is the same as the lowest possible bank pricing, r (w) =

βa′′ (w)
1−w

− 1, and hence these borrowers

always take the ﬁntech loan. Lenders compete over the borrowers with high productivity a ≥ a′′ (w),
who then takes the lower quote. As for equilibrium pricing, the ﬁntech choose the optimal price for
each borrower given the bank’s strategy F b (r; w), and the resulting ﬁntech pricinghis characterized
i

by an ordinary diﬀerent equation which makes the bank indiﬀerent over any rb ∈ r (w) , Rb (w) .

In this equilibrium, the ﬁntech uses the information about borrowers with a < a′ (w) to screen
out lemons; in addition, it also uses the information about borrowers with a′ (w) ≤ a < a′′ (w)
which allows for informed pricing to extract borrower surplus. Any ﬁner information on borrowers
with a ≥ a′′ (w) is useless to the ﬁntech. Intuitively, the ﬁntech has to win over the customer
before it could extract the surplus based on information. However, the competitor bank cares
about the ﬁntech’s pricing, not the implied information per se. In equilibrium, competition is so
strong that the ﬁntech is indiﬀerent about pricing: Any potential gain from charging an informed
high price on a borrower with high productivity is oﬀset by the lower chance of winning the
borrower. Under the equilibrium bank strategy, the ﬁntech’s virtual valuation is zero for any of its
on-equilibrium-path interest rate. That is to say, any price would maximize the ﬁntech’s revenue
from the residual demand, regardless of the underlying productivity a. Therefore, the gain from
knowing ﬁne information about a is surprisingly limited due to competition.
As a summary, the lower right part in Figure 5 illustrates the equilibrium payoﬀ as a function
of productivity type a, and the following corollary formally presents the result.
Corollary 1. In a market with w ≥ 1 − θ, let y f (w, a) denote ﬁntech’s expected proﬁt from each
borrower (w, a). For a ≥ a′ (w), we have


∂y f (w, a) β,
=
0,
∂a

a′ (w) ≤ a < a′′ (w) ,
a ≥ a′′ (w) .
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Figure 6: Competitive Equilibrium under Perfect-Information Benchmark

Equilibrium strategies (Left Panel) and lender proﬁts (Right Panel). The left vertical dashed line
w = 1 − θ is the threshold market for bank entry, and the right dashed line w = ŵ (see Eq. 15) is from the
ﬁrst benchmark of no information that indicates ﬁntech entry. With perfect information, the ﬁntech no
longer suﬀers from adverse selection, and hence is always present. The left panel omitted the type
βa
dependent ﬁntech quote rf = 1−w
− 1 for qualiﬁed borrowers. Parameter values are: a is uniformly
distributed over [0.05, 1], θ = 0.5 and β = 1.

The perfect information benchmark case closely connects with the endogenous optimal information acquisition that follows. Essentially, the perfect information for borrowers with a ≥ a′′
serves only as a coordination device to generate a pricing distribution to make the competitor bank
indiﬀerent. Debt contracts and costless default allow the ﬁntech to extract its specialized clients
with a′ (w) ≤ a < a′′ (w) (who will take ﬁntech loans due to adverse selection) at their surplus
without knowing ﬁner information. As a result, the equilibrium allocation in Proposition 2 could
be implemented by
a two-interval
partition with threshold a′ and ﬁntech’s randomized pricing over
h

common support r (w) , Rb (w) .32
Figure 6 illustrates the competition equilibrium and lender proﬁts when the ﬁntech has perfect
information about a. Note that the ﬁntech’s screening threshold determines the level of competition
and thus the ﬁntech proﬁts (both could be reﬂected by the lower bound interest rate). The ﬁntech
proﬁts are “U”-shaped across markets of w: proﬁts are high in the unbanked population as well as
in the wealthy markets where borrowers are squeezed the most by the bank.

3.3

Optimal Learning

We now allow the ﬁntech who competes with the bank to acquire information about productivity a
at an entropy cost. Consistent with the conﬁdential algorithms in practice, the ﬁntech’s information
acquisition is unobservable to the bank. Recall that there is no information spillover across markets
32
Fintech still faces the enforcement constraint of βa. However, without the information on a when a ≥ a′′ (w),
ﬁntech could replicate the price distribution in Proposition 2 by allowing default.
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in this section (or equivalently, δ = 1 as introduced in Section 2.2). Hence, within a market w, the
ﬁntech jointly chooses its information acquisition strategy and lending strategy, and the ﬁntech’s
strategies are independent across markets. Later in a model extension, I allow for information
spillover across markets, under which the ﬁntech chooses an information acquisition strategy proﬁle
for the whole population of borrowers.
Deﬁnition 2. In market w, the equilibrium
consists of the ﬁntech’s
information acquisition strategy
n
o


P ∗f,w , and lenders’ pricing strategies mf Ai , F f r Ai



Ai ∈P f,w

and F b (r). Then

1). Given the optimal information structure P ∗f,w , the lenders’ pricing strategies maximize the
expected lending proﬁts as in Deﬁnition 1.
2). Given the bank’s lending strategy F b (r), the ﬁntech’s optimal information structure P ∗f,w
maximizes net proﬁts, i.e.,
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(16)

As we shown in the case of exogenous information structure in Section 3.1, 3.2, the ﬁntech may
adjust price accordingly based on acquired information. What is more, the ﬁntech could engage
in a double-deviation, by secretly acquiring a ﬁner piece of information based on which to price
discriminate—charge high interest rates on borrowers with higher productivity.
Threshold Learning The following theorem shows that the ﬁntech acquires information only to
screen out ineligible borrowers, despite the rich action space for price discrimination and a ﬂexible
information acquisition technology (arbitrary partitional structure),
Theorem 1. Suppose δ = 1. In each market w, the equilibrium is unique and could be one of the
following two categories:
1. The ﬁntech learns to separate two intervals about a, i.e.,
P ∗f,w = {[a, â (w)) , [â (w) , a]} .
Afterwards, the ﬁntech rejects borrowers with a < â; it makes oﬀer to borrowers with a ≥ â
at randomized interest rate, i.e.,




m f Ai =


0,

Ai = [a, â (w)) ,

1,

Ai = [â (w) , a] ,

and the details of â (w) and equilibrium lender pricing strategies are characterized in Proposition 3.
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2. The ﬁntech does not acquire information, i.e., P f,w = {[a, a]}. The competition outcome is
provided in Proposition 1.
Proof. See Appendix A.4.
It is worth highlighting that the ﬁntech’s information acquisition problem is simpliﬁed to ﬁnding the
optimal screening threshold. The striking result contrasts sharply to previous credit competition
models where asymmetrically informed lenders have same lending technologies. In that case, lenders
care about the underlying quality the same way; hence, better information increases the lender’s
strategic advantage as its competitor’s becomes more concerned about the winner’s curse.
The two-interval result is driven by the entropy learning cost, competition and debt contract.
First of all, the entropy or information quantity of a partitional structure only depends on the
event probabilities, and an interval-based structure induces the most “informed” pricing strategy
that is monotone in type. Intuitively, the entropy of a partitional structure coincides with that of
a categorical random variable Ai , which indicates the possible categories to be identiﬁed; i.e.,




I P f,w = −

X









P Ai log P Ai .

Ai ∈P f,w

For example, when P f,w contains only two events, the above is the entropy of a Bernoulli random
variable. Any partitions with the same probabilities of events thus have the same learning costs.
As the competitor bank does not respond to the information content that is implied in the ﬁntech’s
pricing, the ﬁntech’s equilibrium pricing should be monotone in the underlying productivity a.
Hence, any non-interval based partitions leads to ineﬃciency.33
Second, conditional on making an oﬀer, competition from the bank discourages the ﬁntech from
acquiring any ﬁner information. The ﬁntech faces a residual demand from the bank who, because of
its distinct lending technologies, only cares about the ﬁntech’s pricing but not the implied borrower
productivity. For example, when the ﬁntech identiﬁes a borrower as high productivity, it is unable
to extract the borrower’s surplus via a high price any way. As far as the bank is concerned, the
ﬁntech is competing less ﬁercely, so the bank should undercut. In equilibrium, the competition
is so ﬁerce that mixed strategies imply that the ﬁntech is indiﬀerent about pricing conditional on
making an oﬀer.
Third, absent additional default cost, debt contract itself allows for the borrower-type-dependent
pricing. Conditional on winning the borrower—either when the ﬁntech enjoys some (local) monopoly
power or when it wins over the bank, debt contract allows the ﬁntech to extract the borrower surplus. For example, as a monopolist in the markets with w < 1 − θ, the ﬁntech simply charges
rf =

βa
1−w

− 1, which is the rate that the highest type a is just able to aﬀord. The debt contract en-

ables the ﬁntech to extract the maximum that could be enforced, βa, on other captured borrowers.
33
For example, suppose productivity a is uniformly distributed over [0, 1]. An information structure that identiﬁes
whether or not the borrower is in between a ∈ [0.25, 0.75] is dominated by {[0, 0.5] , (0.5, 1]}. Both have the same
information costs, and are the same to the bank conditional on the same overall ﬁntech pricing. However, the latter
prices the underlying type “more correctly.”
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The same reasoning applies to local monopoly power, for example, on borrowers with a ∈ [a′ , a′′ ]
in the perfect information benchmark in Section 3.2.2. When the ﬁntech competes with the bank
and wins, the actual payments upon default depend on her underlying type; thus the ﬁntech does
not acquire information about low productivities to make informed quotes at lower price.
Equilibrium characterization Therefore, the ﬁntech’s optimal learning strategy features a single threshold, which serves as the screening standard. In equilibrium, the bank responds to â (w) as
it determines ﬁntech participation. The following proposition presents how the screening standard
â (w) is determined, and how it aﬀects competition outcomes.
Proposition 3. In markets where the ﬁntech acquires information, i.e., P ∗f,w = {[a, â (w)) , [â (w) , a]},
1. If w < 1 − θ, the ﬁntech oﬀers rf (w) =
satisﬁes



−

(1 − w)

βa
1−w

βâ (w)
−1
1−w
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|

− 1 to borrowers with a ≥ â (w), where â (w)
= c log

}

M R: ↑â, proﬁt loss from marginal borrower

|



1 − G (â (w))
;
G (â (w))
{z

(17)

}

M C: marginal learning cost

2. If w ≥ 1 − θ, competition is in mixed strategy. The bank always makes an oﬀer, and the
ﬁntech makesi oﬀer when a ≥ â. Lender interest rates randomize over common support

h

r (w) , Rb (w) according to CDFs


1 − r ,
r
F b (r; w) =
1,

F f (r |a ≥ â ) = 1 −

r (w) ≤ r < Rb (w) ,
r = Rb (w) ,

G (â)
Rb (w) − r
·
,
1 − G (max {af (r) , â})
r

where the bank’s (ﬁntech’s) pricing distribution has a point mass (is open) at Rb (w), and r (w)
satisﬁes F f (r (w) |a ≥ â ) = 0. In addition, the ﬁntech’s screening threshold â (w) satisﬁes
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(18)

}

M C: marginal learning cost

Proof. See Appendix A.4.
As information acquisition cost c → 0, the ﬁntech is able to set screening standard at the zeroNPV borrower with â (w) =

1−w
β .

The competition outcome under the two-interval information

structure is payoﬀ equivalent to that under ﬁntech’s perfect information discussed in Section 3.2.2.
Speciﬁcally, in both cases, the ﬁntech rejects borrowers with a < â (w) = a′ (w). The perfect
information when a ≥ a′ (w) only helps the ﬁntech to price discriminate borrowers with a′ ≤ a < a′′
(which is achieved by debt contract here) and to generate a pricing distribution that makes the
bank indiﬀerent.
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Figure 7: Competitive Equilibrium under Optimal Learning with Independent Markets

Optimal learning (Left Panel) and lender proﬁts (Right Panel). The vertical dashed line
w = 1 − θ is the threshold market above which the bank is present. Under the speciﬁed parameters, the
ﬁntech acquires information only when w < 1 − θ. In the left panel, the gap between the optimal â and the
ﬁntech’s most preferred screening standard af (0) reﬂects the information friction. Parameter values are: a
is uniformly distributed over [0.05, 1], θ = 0.5, β = 1, c = 0.1 and δ = 1.

When c > 0, a wedge between the equilibrium screening standard â (w) and ideal standard
af

(0) =

1−w
β

arises. The ﬁntech balances the proﬁt gain from improving the standard towards the

zero-NPV borrower, against the non-negligible information acquisition cost. At the optimal â (w),
the proﬁt loss from screening out the marginal borrower must equal the marginal change in learning
cost. When information cost is suﬃciently high, the ﬁntech may not acquire information at all. In
this case, the ﬁntech cannot make any proﬁts when w ≥ 1 − θ, as discussed in Section 3.2.1.
An example is illustrated in Figure 7. In the left panel, the dashed line shows the ﬁntech’s ideal
screening standard af (0)—the borrower with zero NPV, and the blue line shows that the ﬁntech,
as a monopolist in w < 1 − θ, smoothly adjusts the screening standard across these markets. Under
the speciﬁed parameters, the ﬁntech does not acquire information when w ≥ 1 − θ. For the markets
with mid-ranged w, the potential gain in lending proﬁts is not able to compensate learning cost.
For the wealthy markets, there are too few lemons for the ﬁntech, who would optimally learn about
corners—no learning.34
The ﬁntech’s endogenous screening threshold results in further market specialization. They compete for the wealthy and high productivity borrowers, and each serves some specialized customers—
34

Note that the information cost
−cI ({[a, â) , [â, a]}) dH (w) ∝ G (â) log G (â) + (1 − G (â)) log (1 − G (â))

is zero at the boundaries and maximized at the medium a. The marginal information cost is decreasing in â, and
equals zero at the medium a and unbounded at the boundaries.
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the ﬁntech (bank) for the borrowers with low wealth (low productivity but high wealth).
Corollary 2. Suppose δ = 1. The ﬁntech’s learning incentive ∆π f (w; â∗ (w)) − c (â∗ (w)) is Ushaped across the wide range of markets [w′ , w′′ ].
Proof. See Appendix A.5.
As a common message about the potential proﬁts across markets, the ﬁntech’s proﬁts are higher
with the unbanked population, as well as the wealthy borrowers whom the bank squeezes the most.
Hence, if the ﬁntech’s funding is limited as in practice, it would enter these two populations ﬁrst,
before entering markets in between.
Model Predictions

To relate to the enthusiasm over machine learning and algorithmic credit

analysis in practice, my results emphasize that these technologies focus on improving lending standards, rather than recommending proper pricings. For example, Di Maggio, Ratnadiwakara, and
Carmichael (2021) show that the dispersion of a ﬁntech lender’s pricing decreases with FICO score.
My model predicts consistent patterns once default frictions are incorporated, as the default loss
would create incentive to learn about ﬁner information. In general, the optimal information acquisition result is consistent with the fact that ﬁntechs group borrowers into a few categories in
practice.
The endogenous landscape of bank-ﬁntech specialization is consistent with empirical ﬁndings.
As shown in my model, a ﬁntech lender with limited funding in practice, would reside in the
unbanked and wealthy populations; within the unbanked markets, ﬁntech proﬁts increases with the
borrower’s observable quality as characterized by wealth w. Following a regulatory shock on the
banking sector, the bank retreats the markets where borrowers have relatively lower wealth (1 − θ
shifts to the right). Then the model predicts that the ﬁntech would pickup the customers whom
the bank stopped serving, which results in an improved observable quality of ﬁntech customers as
documented in Tang (2019).
My model also sheds light on resolving the mixed empirical evidence on loan pricing across
lenders. Depending on which submarkets and time (which reﬂects the informativeness of the ﬁntech)
the sample covers, lenders’ equilibrium pricing strategies may change drastically.

4

Big Data and Fintech Expansion

The big data technology, which identiﬁes latent characteristics across observationally heterogeneous
groups, is the key in ﬁntech’s expansion. My previous analysis shows that it is especially diﬃcult
for the ﬁntech to enter the markets with mid-ranged wealth w, which predicts a non-monotonic
ﬁntech expansion across markets. Conventional data, in contrast, loses out-of-sample predictivity
on new markets that are observably diﬀerent. In this section, I formally characterize the market
outcome when big data and algorithmic credit assessments enable such information spillover across
markets, and discuss the implications on ﬁntech expansion.
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Figure 8: Information Spillover across Markets

4.1

Big data: out-of-sample forecasts via latent traits

Before the big data revolution, it is diﬃcult to make forecasts based on latent traits on a large
scale. For example, loan oﬃcers collect soft information by interacting with borrowers to improve
credit assessment, but the extent of such assessment is constrained by human capacity. The big
data technology signiﬁcantly enriches the data source to systematically extract information, and
“hardens” the information about latent characteristics—the established algorithms are used to
assess new customers who may be even observably heterogeneous.
The diﬀerent data collection technologies could be microfound by the joint distribution of latent
productivity a and observable wealth w. Without the algorithmic credit models, the ﬁntech would
have to acquire information about a independently for each market w, which is analyzed in Section
3. In this case, the latent characteristic a could be modeled as indepent across wealth w. With the
new technology, suppose that a food truck business is found to be productive, and the algorithmic
model incorporates its location footprints as a predictive factor. As the established algorithm is
applied to new customers, it identiﬁes those with similar location footprints as eligible, even when
they have diﬀerent leverage, credit scores and others. Hence, in the underlying joint distribution,
productivity a is correlated across diﬀerent wealth w.
I use a reduced unit information cost δc < c to model the ability to use the acquired information
in new markets. Suppose the ﬁntech acquires an information structure P f,w in market w; then in
another market w′ ̸= w, the ﬁntech hasthe option
to adopt P f,w at a reduced unit entropy cost


δc, with an total information cost δc · I P f,w dH (w′ ). This assumption corresponds to the costs
of data collecting new data and applying the data with an established algorithm in practice.35 It
35

It also resolves the technical issue that arises from the continuum of markets w: As each w market is of measure
zero, the eﬀective learning cost becomes zero if the acquired information could be freely used in a new market.
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is worth emphasizing that applying the algorithm established from an existing market to a new
market is an option. The ﬁntech may still acquire new algorithm at the original unit entropy cost c.
Figure 8 provides an example where information acquisition is restricted to two-interval partitions.
The ﬁntech learnt about threshold â (w) in an existing market w. At another market w′ , it chooses
between reusing â (w) at δc unit cost, versus acquiring a new threshold â (w′ ) at c unit cost. We
maintain the assumption that the competing bank does not observe these information acquisition
strategies.
Considering the option to use established algorithms across markets, the ﬁntech chooses an
information acquisition strategy proﬁle jointly for all markets w. This signiﬁcantly enriches the
potential strategies of the ﬁntech. For example, the ﬁntech may adopt the established algorithm
from another market to change its pricing in the current market. My model aims to asnwer the
following questions: With the information spillovers across diﬀerent w, what is the ﬁntech’s optimal
information structure in a given market? What is the sequence of the ﬁntech’s expansion (across
w); i.e., what markets do the ﬁntech learn about and serve ﬁrst, and when the ﬁntech expands
to other markets later, how does it acquire new information? What is the resulting competition
equilibrium across diﬀerent markets?

4.2

Fintech Expansion

I ﬁrst establish that in any equilibrium, for each market w the ﬁntech still adopts a simple information acquisition strategy of the two-interval partition, which is the same structure as in the
case of δ = 1 (analyzed in Section 3.3). The only diﬀerence is that now the ﬁntech might use the
same cutoﬀ â (w) for the neighboring markets, thanks to the information spillover enabled by the
big data technology. This also implies that generically the ﬁntech should adopt a ﬁnite number of
cutoﬀs for the entire continuum of markets, as explained in the next proposition.
Proposition 4. The optimal information acquisition proﬁle could be summarized by the sequence
of cutoﬀs â1 (w1 ) , â2 (w2 ) , · · · , ân (wn ).
1. The ﬁntech ﬁrst learns about P f,w1 = {[a, â1 ) , [â1 , a]} for market w1 , and uses it as the
screening
standard
for markets w1 ≤ w < w2 as long as the resulting net proﬁts π f (â1 ; w1 ) −



δcI P f,w1 dH (w1 ) ≥ 0; the competition equilibrium that follows a screening standard â1 is
characterized as in Proposition 3;36




h 





2. At w2 , the ﬁntech pays δcI P f,w1 dH (w2 ) to learn about â1 , and pays c I P f,w2 − I P f,w1
to discriminate a new cutoﬀ â2 and uses â2 as the screening standard for w2 . At w2 , the ﬁntech is also indiﬀerent from not learning â2 , i.e.,
h 





π f (â1 ; w2 ) = π f (â2 ; w2 ) − c I P f,w2 − I P f,w1

i

dH (w2 ) ;

(19)

For notational convenience, I use π f (â) to denote the resulting lending proﬁts. π f is originally deﬁned as a
function of lender strategies, which depend on the screening standard â.
36
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i

dH (w2 )

at w3 , · · · , wn , there are similar information acquisition;
3. Let â∗ (w) denote the screening standard used in market w under the optimal learning scheme.
Then â∗ (w) is a step function and decreasing in w.
First, the ﬁntech should establish ﬁnite algorithms, or ﬁnite information structure P f,i for the entire
continuum of markets. Intuitively, the ﬁntech would prefer to use the same algorithm in neighboring markets. Were the ﬁntech to adjust algorithms, the beneﬁt would be negligible (information
structures would vary smoothly across markets as in Section 3.3), but the cost of acquiring new
information is signiﬁcantly larger than using the established model.
Second, although the ﬁntech has multiple information structure P f,i in hand, it is without loss of
generality to focus on the two-inverval partition structure within each market. As shown in Section
3.3, in the equilibrium with endogenous information acquisition (Theorem 1 and Proposition 3), any
additional information, even at no cost, is useless to the ﬁntech, unless this information improves the
current screening standard. To see this, suppose the ﬁntech’ equilibrium threshold is â∗ (w) = 0.5
and its marginal borrower with zero-NPV (ideal threshold) is af (0) ≡ 0.6. Suppose the ﬁntech
secretly receives a wind fall of information, for example, that identiﬁes the borrower as a = 0.9.
Given the bank’s equilibrium pricing F b (r), the ﬁntech is unable to gain from the information, as
it is indiﬀerent across any interest rate on the support—they result in the same payoﬀ from the
borrower, independent of the information a = 0.9. However, another piece of information a = 0.55
beneﬁts the ﬁntech, who now rejects the borrower who would have been granted an oﬀer and incur
a loss. Hence, the information is only useful if it improves the screening threshold towards the
marginal borrower with zero NPV.
Third, the screening standards decrease across markets. In a full-blown equilibrium characterization, the ﬁntech jointly chooses the levels of screening standards and the markets where each
standard is applied. Since the marginal borrower with zero NPV, af (0) =

1−w
β

decreases in wealth

w, the matching of screening standards and markets is negative. As a result, in each market w,
the ﬁntech chooses between using the same screening standard in a neighboring market w− , and
learning about a lower screening standard as the borrowers become wealthier.
Example 1. Suppose the ﬁntech already acquired a relatively high screening standard ah and uses
it for markets (w1 , w2 ). The ﬁntech potentially acquires a new, lower screening standard al , as
it expands to new markets (w2 , w′ ) where w′ ≤ w. ah and al are exogenous in this example for
illustration.
In a speciﬁc market w, when adopting the existing screening standard ah , the ﬁntech’s net proﬁt
(Z

is

a

h (w) dw
ah

)

min {βa − (1 − w) , r (ah ) (1 − w)} g (a) da − δcI (ah ) .

Let Y (w) be the payoﬀ to learn the new cutoﬀ al at any w ∈ [w1 , w2 ]; and the new threshold al
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will be used for markets (w, w′ ) where w′ ≤ w. Then
Z w2 Z ah

Y (w) = max′
al ,w

w

al

min {βa − (1 − s) , r (ah ) (1 − s)} g (a) dah (s) ds

Z w′ Z a

+
w2

−c

Z w′
w

al

min {βa − (1 − s) , r (al ) (1 − s)} g (a) dah (s) ds

I (al ) h (s) ds

where the ﬁrst term is the gain in lending proﬁts by revising ah to al in markets (w, w2 ), the second
term is the gain in lending proﬁts in new markets (w2 , w′ ), and the third term is the learning cost.
(w)
Within a speciﬁc market w, the incentive to acquire al is similar to Eq. (19), and equals − ∂Y∂w

by the envelope theorem. When w is suﬃciently small, the ﬁntech does not have incentive to learn
about the new threshold al . To see this, suppose there is no incentive to deviate to al at w2 , i.e.,
∂Y (w)
∂w w=w+
2

> 0. With a small w, the potential usage of the new information is small, and thus

Y (w2 ) < 0. Hence, under a suﬃciently small w, the ﬁntech uses only one threshold. In a speciﬁc
market, if the resulting lending proﬁts are enough to compensate the learning costs δcI (ah ), the
ﬁntech screens out borrowers with a < ah .
By presesnting a numerical example, Figure 9 illustrates the optimal learning when the ﬁntech
could use the acquired information from existing markets to new markets. The ﬁntech uses a
high screening standard for all markets that gain positive net proﬁts. Recall that without crossmarket information spillover (Figure 7 which presents the case without information spillover, using
the same parameters.), the ﬁntech does not enter the markets where the bank is present. With
information spillover, the ﬁntech adopts the relatively high screening standard from the unbanked
markets (w < 1 − θ), and uses it in the wealthy markets (w > 0.65). As a result, the ﬁntech
makes positive proﬁts in these markets with w > 0.65. A conventional information technology,
such as “learning by doing”, is diﬃcult to make out-of-sample forecast on the rich borrowers who
are signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the existing, unbanked customers. Thanks to the data volume and
sophisticated algorithms, the big data technology is able to identify similar latent traits across
observationally heterogeneous groups.
Additionally, adopting the high screening standard from the unbanked population serves as
a commitment device for softened competition and better specialization. As the bank does not
observe the ﬁntech’s information acquisition strategy, the bank expects a ﬁercer competition absent cross-market information spillover: The ﬁntech would independently learn about a screening
threshold which is tailored for each market. However, with cross-market information spillover, the
ﬁntech trades oﬀ the tailored information against the reduced cost when using old information. In
this section, intuitively, the bank competes less ﬁercely with the ﬁntech who is established from
the unbanked markets and continues to use a relatively high screening standard. The reduced
competition further improves the ﬁntech’s proﬁts as it expands.
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Figure 9: Two Lending Standards

Optimal learning (Left Panel) and lender proﬁts (Right Panel). The vertical dashed line
w = 1 − θ is the threshold market above which the bank is present. Under the speciﬁed parameters, when
there is information spillover across markets, the ﬁntech is active in both the unbanked and the rich
population. In the left panel, the gap between the optimal â and the ﬁntech’s most preferred screening
standard af (0) reﬂects the information friction. Parameter values are: a is uniformly distributed over
[0.05, 1], θ = 0.5, β = 1, c = 0.1 and δ = 0.5.

5

Conclusion

Over the past decade, ﬁntech lending has greatly increased and contributed a signiﬁcant fraction
of loan origination. Fintechs are disruptive to traditional banking: the automated and algorithmic
processing based on big data technology allows for fast processing and customized ﬁnancial services, and better eﬃciency in screening. The disruption is more salient in Asia and Africa where
the traditional banking system is relatively weak, and ﬁntech lenders establish themselves as major
players amid rapid technology innovations. In the U.S. and European countries, ﬁntech development is relatively weaker in face of strong traditional banking system; nevertheless, once big tech
companies enter the playing ﬁeld, the competition landscape immediately changes.
Empirical evidence and ﬁntech lending in practice alike suggest that ﬁntech’s lending business
model is very diﬀerent from that of traditional banks and non-ﬁntech shadow banks. Thanks to the
technological advantage, ﬁntechs attract clients of decent quality as opposed to a purely ﬁnancial
inclusion story to the unbanked population.
I oﬀer the ﬁrst theoretical study that characterizes bank and ﬁntech competing on diﬀerent
dimensions. Speciﬁcally, the bank lends via collateral while the lends via information. Hence,
the bank is willing to serve borrowers with smaller loan-to-value ratios, whereas the ﬁntech picks
out borrowers with higher latent productivity, with a more tolerant standard as the loan demand
decreases. I explore two important aspects of lending via information: 1) ﬁntech’s optimal learning
results in a lending standard on latent productivity, which results in specialization and a more
stringent standard softens competition. 2) Fintech’s learning has important externality so that
36

ﬁntech could expand to new market by using existing data to forecast new customers; the incentive
of ﬁntech expansion in turn depends on the competition in the ﬁrst point.
As an implication, when inferring the quality of ﬁntech clients and making comparison to bank
clients, one should be cautious on only relying on the observable and traditional credit quality
variable such as FICO score and debt-to-value ratio. Such information could be less valuable to
ﬁntech when making loan decisions. Likewise, when analyzing ﬁntechs as ﬁnancial facilitators and
prescreens for bank lenders, one should also be cautious that the latent characteristics that ﬁntechs
process may be of less value to traditional banks. Taken together, my model suggests a story
of lender specialization. Also, ﬁntech strategically chooses its expansion and lending standard as
commitment device, so that the bank quotes less aggressively.
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A

Mathematical Appendix

A.1

Omitted Deﬁnitions and Proofs

Deﬁnition. (Pure Strategy Competition Equilibrium). Suppose the ﬁntech’s information structure
is P f,w . Given the ﬁntech’s strategy
n
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Given the bank’s price rb (w), for any information Ai , the ﬁntech’s decision of whether or not make
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Lemma. Mixed strategy equilibrium is well-behaved.
Proof. The basic idea is, whenever the competitor’s F̃

j

is unsmooth, a lender has a proﬁtable

deviation; in this deviation, the lender increases pricing without losing customers or the gain in
repayments dominates. This argument is standard in previous studies such as Varian (1980), and
here the key is show robustness to the twists of debt contract and eﬀective interest rate comparison.
(i) F̃ f and F̃ b share common support.
Suppose
rf < rb , i.e., F̃ f has a smaller lower bound



than F̃ b . For the ﬁntech, oﬀering r ∈ rf , rb weakly increases the lending proﬁt and hence it is
WLOG to focus on rf = rb .

n

o

θ
As for the upper support, ﬁrst, I show that rf , rb ≤ min ru , 1−w
− 1 . If rf >

borrower who chooses the ﬁntech oﬀer cannot pay more than
n

o

rb

≤

rb

≤ min

n

ru ,

θ
1−w

θ
1−w o−

1, any

− 1 ; in this

θ
case, it is payoﬀ equivalent to set rf = rb ≤ min r, 1−w
−1 .

Second,
I show
that rf = rb . If rf < rb , there are three possibilities: the bank is indiﬀerent



between rf , rb , under which it is WLOG to assume rb = rf ; the bank’s pricing has some gap in




rf , rb , in which case the ﬁntech has a proﬁtable deviation.37 If rb < rf , the argument is more
37



It is WLOG to consider the case where the bank has a point mass at rb and a gap in rf , rb . Then for the
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complicated, because a similar deviation for the bank may not be proﬁtable: even when the bank
has a lower quoting price, it faces a downward sloping demand curve. By the reasoning similar
as in Footnote 37, the ﬁntech’s pricing has a point mass at rf . Let r′ denote the second
highest


price on the ﬁntech’s support. Then bank’s pricing distribution is smooth over r′ , rb except
for a possible atom at rb , or otherwise the ﬁntech has a proﬁtable deviation. For the following
indiﬀerence conditions to hold at the same time,




rb ∈ r′ , rb :
rf = r′ , rf :

F

f



Z rb Z af (r) 
βa
r′







rf G af (r) r = π b ,


1−w

− 1 dadF b (r) = F

b

(20)




r′ E min



βa
, r′ + 1
1−w



,

(21)

it must be that r′ = rb and the bank has an atom at rb . When rf = rf > rb , a borrower who
chooses the ﬁntech never repays more than
rb , so rf =orb − ϵ leads to higher payoﬀ than rf .
n

θ
(ii) Common upper support r = min ru , 1−w
− 1 . As the bank has a feasible pure strategy

o

n

θ
−1
rb = min rf,be (w) − ϵ, ru , 1−w

> 0, in the mixed strategy equilibrium, it makes positive

proﬁts π b > 0 and mb = 1. Hence, the ﬁntech’s pricing has a point mass at the common upper
bound
r, or witho some probability it does not make an oﬀer, i.e., mf < 1. If mf < 1, rb =
n

θ
min ru , 1−w
− 1 is more proﬁtable than any other r. If the ﬁntech has an atom at r (and hence

the n
bank is openo at r), π f (r) does not depend on r, and hence it is WLOG to focus on r =

θ
min ru , 1−w
−1 .

(iii) There is no interior irregularities. Otherwise, by the reasoning similar as in (i), one lender
has a proﬁtable deviation by increasing pricing.

A.2

Proof of Proposition 1

Lemma 1. In markets with w ≥ 1 − θ, the incumbent bank always makes an oﬀer and π b > 0. If
the ﬁntech makes an oﬀer, we have rf ≥ rf,be (w), where rf,be (w) is the ﬁntech’s break-even interest
rate if it were to serve the whole market of w, i.e.,


E min



βa
− 1, rf,be
1−w



= 0.

(22)

Proof. Due to the potential competition with the incumbent bank, the ﬁntech’s lending proﬁts
ﬁntech, rb − ϵ should be more proﬁtable than rf : the demand is the same (note that the number of borrowers who
choose the higher quoting price of ﬁntech depend on the bank’s pricing distribution), and there exist borrowers who
could aﬀord rf with ﬁntech earlier will repay a strictly higher amount.
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h

π f (r) ≤ (1 − w) E min



βa
1−w

− 1, r

i

. To see this,




 

b

π (r) ≤  1 − mb + mb F r+ +

f

b



m

F

|

b



r

+



{z

−F

b

r

−


}





βa

− 1, r
 · (1 − w) E min

1−w

if both have atoms, tie-breaking rule get 12 <1

+ (1 − w) m

b

|




Z r− Z af (s) 
βa
r

1−w

a

− 1 dG (a) dF b (s)

{z

}

βa
<F b (r)E[min( 1−w
−1,r)]



βa
− 1, r
< (1 − w) E min
1−w



.
h

If the ﬁntech makes an oﬀer with rf < rf,be (w), we have π f (r) < (1 − w) E min
0, contradiction. Hence,

rf

≥



βa
1−w

− 1, rf,be

i

=

rf,be (w).

market w,o a feasible strategy for the bank is rb =
From
(22), weo know that rf,be > 0. In
n
n
θ
min rf,be (w) , Rb > 0 where Rb ≡ min ru , 1−w
− 1 is the bank’s maximum interest rate as
determined by the collateral constraint and usury rate. Under this strategy,
 

πb rb ≥

  
1
G rf rb rb · (1 − w) > 0,
2
|{z}
if rf =rb

and hence the bank always makes an oﬀer, i.e., mb = 1.
Lemma 2. Suppose the ﬁntech’s pricing does not have mass over [r1 , r2 ] (r1− and r2+ are on the
support). Then generically, except for countable atoms, the bank’s pricing either has no mass over
[r1 , r2 ].
Proof. The bank’s proﬁts for any r ∈ [r1 , r2 ] is




f

f





π b (r) = (1 − w) G af (r) F (r) r = (1 − w) F (r2 ) · G af (r) r.




Generically the set of arg maxr∈[r1 ,r2 ] G af (r) ; w r has zero measure, and thus the bank’s pricing




either has no mass over [r1 , r2 ] except for atoms at r̂ ∈ arg maxr∈[r1 ,r2 ] G af (r) ; w r.




If in addition G af (r) ; w r is quasi concave, the bank’s pricing could only have one atom over
[r1 , r2 ].
Lemma 3. Suppose the bank’s pricing has a gap over (r1 , r2 ) (r1− and r2+ are on thesupport).
Then the bank’s pricing has an atom at r1 and r1 is a local maximum point of G af (r) r.
Proof. Suppose r1− is on the ﬁntech’s support. Note that the ﬁntech’s pricing has no mass over
(r1 , r2 ) because it could increase interest rate without losing demand. If the bank’s pricing does
not have an atom at r1 , rf = r2− is more proﬁtable than r1− to the ﬁntech.
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If the bank’s pricing has an atom at r1 , then the ﬁntech’s pricing does not have an atom at r1 ,
or otherwise a lender has incentive to undercut its competitor. The bank’s indiﬀerence condition
between r1 and r2 says


f





f



(1 − w) F (r2 ) · G af (r1 ) r1 = (1 − w) F (r2 ) · G af (r2 ) r2 .




If in addition G af (r) r is decreasing in (r1 − ϵ, r1 ) , then rb = r1 − ϵ is more proﬁtable than r1 :


f



π b (r1 − ϵ) = (1 − w) F (r1 − ϵ) G af (r1 − ϵ) (r1 − ϵ)


f



> (1 − w) F (r1 ) G af (r1 ) (r1 ) .




As r1 is more proﬁtable than any other r ∈ (r1 , r2 ), r1 is a local maximum point of G af (r) r.
Proof of Proposition 1
Proof. Part 1) readily follows from ﬁntech being the only lender when w < 1 − θ.
Step 1.
Let π̃ f (·) denote the ﬁntech’s proﬁts and break-even interest rate under this demand speciﬁcation, i.e.,





h

n



π̃ f rf = E min βa, (1 − w) rf + 1
Let M (r, w) ≡

π̃ f (rf,be )
1−w

oi

.

where rf,be is deﬁned in (22). As

 ∂af (r)
∂M
∂M
βaf (r)  f
 =
+
∝ 
·g a (r) · 
1
1
∂w
1−w
∂ 1−w
∂ 1−w
| {z }

Z af (r)
a



 ∂af (r)

 > 0,

βadG − (1 + r) g af (r)

=1+r


 ∂af (r)
 ∂af (r)
∂M
βaf (r)  f
·g a (r) ·
=
− (1 + r) g af (r)
+
∂r
1−w
∂r
∂r
| {z }

∂

1
1−w

Z af (r)

dG > 0.
a

=1+r

From the implicit function theorem, we have

∂rf,be
∂w

< 0. Note that rf,be (w) > 0 for all w ∈

[1 − θ, 1), with rnf,be (1) = 0.o On the other hand, the maximum that the bank could charge,
θ
sup rb (w) ≡ min ru , 1−w
− 1 increases with w, with sup rb (1 − θ) = 0. Therefore, there exists a
ŵ ∈ (1 − θ, 1), such that rf,be (ŵ) = sup rb (w). When 1−θ ≤ w < ŵ, we have rf,be (w) > sup rb (w),
and when w > ŵ, we have rf,be (w) < sup rb (w).
As a result, when
1−θ ≤
w ≤ ŵ, the unique equilibrium is in pure strategy: rb = Rb ≡
n
o
θ
sup rb (w) = min ru , 1−w
− 1 and the ﬁntech exits the market. When w = ŵ, the bank’s price
rb ≤ Rb = rf,be . Hence, for any rf ≥ rf,be , the ﬁntech’s proﬁt



1 
π f rf , ŵ ≤ π̃ f rf,be +
2

Z af (rf,be ) 
βa

1 − ŵ

a
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− 1 dG (a) < 0.

The equilibrium is thus left continuous at ŵ.38
Step 2.1
When w > ŵ, there is no equilibrium in pure strategy. Suppose not. From Lemma 1, the bank
always makes an oﬀer rb . If rb > rf,be ,the ﬁntech undercuts rb , serves all borrowers and π b = 0,
which contradicts with Lemma 1. If rb ≤ rf,be , the ﬁntech exists the market (when rb = rf = rf,be ,
we have π f < 0). This also cannot be an equilibrium as the bank has incentive to increase rb if the
ﬁntech exits.
Step 2.2
I argue that it is WLOG to focus on well-behaved mixed strategy equilibrium: the lenders share
common support [r, r], their pricing distributions are smooth except for a possible atom at r for at
most one lender. The arguments follow from those in previous studies and in Proposition ?? that
deals with eﬀective interest rate comparison.
First, lenders share the same lower bound interest rates, rf = rb = r. If rf < rb , rf = rb −ϵ leads
to higher
proﬁts
than rf to the ﬁntech. If instead rb < rf , then the ﬁntech’spricing
has
no mass


h
i

b
f
b
b
b
b
f
over r , r − ϵ . According to Lemma 2, the bank has an atom at r and π r > π r − ϵ ≥




π b rf + ϵ , where the last inequality corresponds to a possible atom in the bank’s pricing at rf .




Hence, the bank’s pricing has no mass over rf − ϵ, rf + ϵ , and then increasing rf is a proﬁtable
deviation to the ﬁntech.

 

Second, lenders share the same upper bound rf = rb = r. From Lemma 1, we have π b rb > 0,
which implies
that
rb ≤ rf . Suppose rf > rb . As the bank always makesnan oﬀer (Lemma
1), for

o
i

βa
any rf ∈ rb , rf , a borrower who chooses the ﬁntech oﬀer satisﬁes min rf , 1−w
− 1 ≤ rb ≤ rb .

Thus
most

βa
1−w −
rb and

1 ≤ rb < rf , the borrower defaults with the ﬁntech, and the repayment
does not depend on

rf .

Hence, it is WLOG to focus on

rf

=

βa
1−w

− 1 is at

rb .

Third, a lender’s pricing is smooth over [r, r], except that at most one lender has an atom at
r. To rule out interior gaps, suppose that the ﬁntech has a gap [r1 , r2 ) ⊂ [r, r]. According to
Lemma 2, the bank’s pricing has no mass over [r1 , r2 ], or has an atom at r1 or r2 or r̂ ∈ (r1 , r2 ). If
the bank’s pricing does not have an atom at r1 , undercutting the bank’s interior atom or r2 , i.e.,
rf = min {max {r1 + ϵ, r̂} , r2 } − ϵ is more proﬁtable than rf = r1 − ϵ, there is contradiction. If the
bank’s pricing has an atom at r1 , according to Lemma 2, we have π b (r1 ) > π b (r2 − ϵ) ≥ π b (r2 + ϵ)
and thus the bank’s pricing has no mass over (r1 , r2 + ϵ). Then rf = r2 +

ϵ
2

is more proﬁtable

than r2 to the ﬁntech, contradiction. Note that if the ﬁntech’s pricing has an atom at r1 and no
mass over (r1 , r2 ), the previous argument applies, except that the bank never has an atom at r1 in
equilibrium. Thus, the ﬁntech’s pricing does not have an interior gap. Suppose instead, the bank
has an interior gap (r1 , r2 ) ⊂ [r, r], and may have an atom at r1 . Then the ﬁntech’s pricing has no
mass over (r1 , r2 ) because it always prefers a higher rf ∈ (r1 , r2 ). Contradiction with no interior
gap for the ﬁntech. Last, if any lender has an atom at r̃ < r, its competitor strictly prefers r̃ − ϵ to
r̃ + ϵ, which contradicts with no interior gap.
Step 2.3
38

It is implicitly assumed that the tie breaking rule is the same for borrowers with diﬀerent a.
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I characterize the unique mixed strategy equilibrium under the parameter assumption K Rb ; w <
0 where
K (r; w) ≡

Z af (r) 
βa



1−w

a

− 1 dG (a) .

The condition is satisﬁed when ru is relatively small and w ≤ w < 1; in other words, the banking
sector is not too proﬁtable.
Recall from Lemma 1 that mb = 1 and π b > 0. Suppose mf < 1. The ﬁntech’s proﬁt at r:




π f (r)
βa
b
0≤
= F (r) · E min
− 1, r
1−w
1−w






+

r



βa
< F (r) · E min
− 1, r +
1−w



βa
b
< F (r) · E min
− 1, r ,
1−w
b

where the ﬁrst inequality follows from

∂K(r;w)
∂r
b

Z r Z af (s) 
βa
|

Z r

1−w

a



− 1 dG (a) dF b (s)

{z

}

=K(s;w)





K Rb ; w dF b (s)

r

(23)

< 0 and s ≤ r ≤ Rb , and the second inequality

is from the parameter assumption. Hence, F (r) > 0 and the bank’s pricing has an atom at the
upper bound interest rate.
f

It follows that the ﬁntech’s pricing is open at r, i.e., F (r) = 0. The bank’s proﬁt over r ∈ [r, r]
is

n



f

 o

π b (r) = (1 − w) (1 − mf ) r + mf F (r) · G af (r) r .

(24)
n

o

θ
When r = r, we have π b (r) = (1 − w) (1 − mf ) r > 0 and thus mf < 1, r = Rb ≡ min ru , 1−w
−1 .

It follows that π f = 0 and r = rf,be . The bank’s indiﬀerence condition between r and r yields


1 − mf =



G af (r) r
G (af (r)) r + r − r

.

The lender’s pricing distributions are pinned down by the competitor’s indiﬀerence condition
over r ∈ [r, r], i.e.,




βa
F (r) · E min
− 1, r
1−w
b



f

F (r) =



+



Z r Z af (s) 
βa
r

1−w

a

mf G af (r) r − (1 − mf ) (r − r)
mf G (af (r)) r



− 1 dG (a) dF b (s) = 0,

.

This completes the equilibrium characterization. Note that as w → ŵ+ , we have 1 − mf → 1− and
r → r+ . Hence, the equilibrium is also right continuous at ŵ.
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A.3

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. As there is no deadweight loss when default occurs, multiplicity may arise due to payoﬀ
equivalent debt contracts. In this part, I assume that the ﬁntech who has perfect information
about a always sets rf (w, a) ≤
approaches bank’s, i.e. δ →

1+ ,

βa
1−w

− 1. I ﬁrst illustrate the case where ﬁntech’s funding cost

and then discuss how things change when δ > 1 for predictions of

the extended model.
As ﬁntech perfectly observes a and never serves ﬁrms with a < af (δ − 1), bank is the only
lender to these ﬁrms but could not separate them. Due to this market segmentation, the equivalent
payoﬀs in potential mixed strategy equilibrium and potential pure strategy equilibrium (as in the
Proof of Proposition 1) does not hold, which further results in unique equilibrium.
Step 1.1.
I argue that there is a unique equilibrium in which the bank uses mixed strategy. Note that
as the ﬁntech perfectly observes a, it does not serve borrowers with a < af (δ − 1); also, it uses a
pure strategy by construction by setting interest rate as a function of a and w, or rf (a, w). On
the other hand, the bank cannot observe a and sets interest rate as a function of the observable
w. For any w, if the bank uses pure strategy, price competition a la Bertrand for borrowers with
a ≥ af (δ − 1) implies that in equilibrium the bank makes zero proﬁt (recall
that the oﬁntech’s
n
θ
+
b
funding cost δ → 1 ). Then the bank has incentive to deviate to r = min 1−w
− 1, r , under




which the bank’s proﬁt π b ≥ π b,M ≡ G af (δ − 1) min
borrowers with a <

af

n

θ
1−w

− 1, r

o

> 0 as a monopolist on

(δ − 1). Contradiction.

Step 1.2
I argue that the mixed strategy equilibrium is well behaved. For the ﬁntech, its pricing corresponds to the distribution aggregated across the borrowers that it serves. In essence, the proof
follows from standard argument in literature (for example Varian, 1980). However, lenders have
diﬀerent technologies and the ﬁntech rejects some borrowers, and the ﬁntech’s revenue may not be
strictly increasing in its pricing due to debt contract. Hence, the details in this proof deal with
these issues.

n

o

First, at most one lender could have a mass point at r = min rb , rf , where rb ≡ min
tion 1,

rb

<

n

o

β sup a
1−w − 1, r are the maximum interest rate that a
f
39
r . Suppose some lender has a mass point at r̂. Note

and rf ≡ min

n

θ
1−w

− 1, r

lender charges. Under Assumpthat both lenders make positive

proﬁts: as π b ≥ π b,M > (δ − 1) ≥ 0, the lowest interest rate that bank charges rb > δ − 1. It
follows that the ﬁntech makes positive proﬁts by oﬀering lower interest rate to borrowers whose
productivity satisﬁes 0 <

βa
1−w

− 1 < rb . Thisn rulesoout r̂ ∈ [0, δ − 1), or otherwise a higher r̂

increase the lender’s proﬁt. If δ − 1 ≤ r̂ < min rb , rf

= rb , the competitor’s pricing distribution

39

This assumption is intended for the arguments of multiple lending standards with information spillover in Section
4. It is not necessary here, but simpliﬁes
 the exposition of the analysis. Without this assumption, one needs to discuss
the potential mass point at r̂ = max rb , rf . The indiﬀerence condition of this lender implies that its pricing has


gap near min rb , rf − ϵ. Then its competitor’s pricing cannot be smooth around min rb , rf − ϵ. Therefore, the



only possible equilibrium involves a common gap around min rb , rf
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−

, which is a contradiction.

o

cannot be smooth around r̂, because the borrower demand jumps across r̂. Hence, in the potential
equilibrium, (r̂, r̂ + ϵ) is not a subset of the competitor’s
pricing support; then the lender with mass
n
o
point at r̂ has incentive to increase r̂, so r̂ = min rb , rf . If both lenders have a point mass at the
same r̂, both have incentive to undercut.
n

for lower support. Note that rf , rb ≤ min sup rf (w, a) , sup rb




o

not win over any borrower by charging rf ∈ rb , rf . It follows

n

o

θ
− 1, r , and rf < rb
o
n 1−w
θ
= min 1−w
− 1, r . Fintech does
that rf ≤ rb for lower support. If

Second, lenders share the same upper support rb (w) = rf (w) = min





the inequality is strict, then it must be that ﬁrms charged with rf ∈ rf , rb cannot aﬀord rb .
Third, I argue that there is no gap. Let (r′ , r′′ ) refer to the potential gap, and the previous point
shows that r′′ < rb . There cannot be any common gap, because the bank cannot be indiﬀerent
between r′ and r′′ serving the same measure of ﬁrms. Say one lender has a gap. If ﬁntech
has


θ
′
′′
b
′′
′
′′
b
gap in (r , r ) ⊂ r , 1−w − 1 , bank would deviate to a mass point at r ; if (r , r ) ⊂ r , r , it
is without loss of generality to focus on a smoothpricing where
ﬁntech price discriminates and

θ
charges all rent.40 If bank has one gap (r′ , r′′ ) ⊂ rb , 1−w
− 1 , it must be that any rf (w, a) ∈

(r′ , r′′ ) corresponds to rf (w, a) =

βa
1−w

− 1. In this case, bank proﬁt is not continuous around r′ ,

contradiction.

h

To sum up, (without loss of generality), the interest rates rb (w) ∈ rb , rb ≡
h



i



rf (w) ∈ 0, rb where rb > 0. For rf (w, a) ∈ 0, rb we have rf (w, a) =

βa
1−w

θ
1−w

i

− 1 and

− 1.

Step 1.3
I characterize the mixed strategy equilibrium. As bank only care about the aggregate interest
rate distribution of ﬁntech, it is without loss of generality to focus on rf (w, a) that
increases o
in
n
f
productivity a. Fintech’s strategy could be equivalently summarized by ϕ (r) ≡ inf a r (w, a) = r ,
the minimum productivity of ﬁrm that is charged with rf = r. h
i
Fintech’s strategy rf (w, a) makes bank indiﬀerent over rb ∈ rb , rb :








  f
G a (δ − 1) + 1 − G (ϕ (r)) r = G af (δ − 1) ·r b ,


{z
}
|
{z
} |
|
{z
}
win over ﬁntech

ﬁntech rejected

h

ﬁntech rejected

i

so when r ∈ rb , rb , ﬁntech pricing is characterized by the following ODE
rb
.
r2

ϕ′ (r) g (a) = G (ϕ (r))

(25)

The boundary at r = rb satisﬁes


 

G af rb





rb = G af (δ − 1)

40



rb − rb .

Charging a higher interest rate that the ﬁrm could not aﬀord could be payoﬀ equivalent to charging a lower
interest rate. One way to pin down the unique equilibrium is to assume ϵ default cost.
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Intuitively, rb is charged on the marginal ﬁrm af rb who just could aﬀord rb , and the bank is
indiﬀerent between the monopolistic proﬁts in the segmented market (at rb ) and charging
rb and


serves a larger market. As I have discussed in the previous step, when rf (w, a) ∈
ﬁntech is the only lender and charges all the surplus rf (w, a) =
Given bank pricing

F b (r),

ﬁntech chooses


max

rf (w,a)

rf

βa
1−w

δ − 1, rb ,

− 1.

(w, a) to maximize proﬁt



1 − F b rf (w, a)



rf (w, a)

(26)

s.t. rf (w, a) ≤ rf (a; w)
Using the ODE for ﬁntech’s pricing (25), one can verify that the constraint rf (w, a) ≤ rf (a; w)
never binds generically. To see this, if rf (w, a) = rf (a; w) =
then locally

ϕ′ (r)

=

1−w
β .

βa
1−w

− 1 for some neighborhood of a,

From (25),
G (a)
(βa − 1 + w)2
=
,
g (a)
β (θ − 1 + w)

which does no hold generically. Then the FOC for ﬁntech pricing is








−f b rf (w, a) rf (w, a) + 1 − F b rf (w, a) = 0,
which leads to


b
1 − r ,
r
b
F (r) =
1,

rb ≤ r < rb =

θ
1−w

− 1,

r = rb .

Then one could verify the suﬃciency by SOC
−2f b (r) − f ′ (r) r = 0.
Bank earns monopolistic proﬁt in the segmented market,






θ
− 1, r
π (w) = G a (δ − 1) min
1−w
b

f



Fintech proﬁt comprises of that from a segmented market of intermediate a and payoﬀ from com-
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pletion of higher a.
f

π (w) =

Z af (rb ) 
βa
|

af (δ−1)



1−w

Z

− 1 dG +

{z

}

|

intermediate a, only lender

Z af (rb ) 
βa

=
|{z}
F b (r)=1−

rb
r

=

af (δ−1)



1−w

Z af (rb ) 
βa
af (δ−1)

− 1 dG +



af (rb )



rf (w, a) dG

{z

}

high a, compete with bank

Z

rb
rf (w, a) dG
f
af (rb ) r (w, a)



1−w



1 − F b rf (w, a)

h



 i

− 1 dG + rb 1 − G af rb

Step 2
Now I discuss the case where δ > 1. A nontrivial funding gap leads to two changes: ﬁrst, bank
is a monopolist in the market of 1 − θ ≤ w < 1 − θδ , because ﬁntech strictly prefers to stay out of
the market even if bank sets monopolistic rate

θ
1−w

− 1; second, bank may prefer to serve the whole

market to earn the funding cost gap δ − 1, rather than the monopolistic proﬁts in the segmented
market.
When w ≥ 1 − θδ , ﬁntech is at least indiﬀerent from participating. If bank’s monopolistic proﬁt
in ﬁntech’s discarded ﬁrms is higher,






δ − 1 < π M,b (w) = G af (δ − 1) min



θ
− 1, r ,
1−w

the equilibrium is a mixed strategy equilibrium as constructed in Step 1.3. Otherwise, if δ − 1 >
π M,b (w), the equilibrium is pure strategy
rb = δ − 1 − ϵ, rf = δ − 1.
For analytical simplicity, I assume that


δ−1>G



θr
r.
β (1 + r)

When bank is constrained to charge usury rate in its monopolistic market, the proﬁt of serving the
whole market and earning the funding cost gap is higher. As a result, there exists some ŵ, such
that bank serves the market for w > ŵ.

h

i

It relies on the monotonicity of π M,b (w) in w ∈ 1 − θδ , ŵ to decide whether bank always prefers
the monopolistic proﬁts in segmented market and thus equilibrium is mixed strategy.
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A.4
A.4.1

Proof of Proposition 3
Preparation Lemmas

Lemma 4. The Shannon entropy of partitional learning is that of the categorical random variable.
Speciﬁcally, let X denote the random variable generated by the partition P ≡
mutual information

h



I (X, a) = −E log P Ai

 i
A . Then the

i

.

Proof. The joint pdf of (a, X) is

p (a, X) =


g (a) ,

X = i, a ∈ Ai

0,

otherwise

the marginal pdf of a is g (a). The conditional pdf of a |X is
g (a |X ) = R



R

g(a)

,
p (a, X)
1a∈Ai g(a)da
=
p (a, X) da 
0,

a ∈ Ai
a∈
/ Ai

the information content of a particular P is
I (X, a) = E [E [log g (a |X )]] − E [log g (a)]
=

X





P Ai 1a∈Ai

Ai ∈P

=

X Z

Z

g (a)
g (a)
log
da −
i
P (A )
P (Ai )

h

X Z



1a∈Ai g (a) (log 1a∈Ai g (a)) da −

Ai ∈P

=−

g (a) log g (a) da

1a∈Ai g (a) log 1a∈Ai g (a) − log P Ai

Ai ∈P

=

Z

X  

P Ai





i

da −

Z

g (a) log g (a) da



X

log P Ai

 Z



1a∈Ai g (a) da −

Z

g (a) log g (a) da

Ai ∈P



log P Ai da

Ai ∈P

Lemma 5. Focus on w < 1 − θ under which ﬁntech is a monopolist. Leth w̃ ben the threshold
wealth
oi
βa
level below which ﬁntech does not make an oﬀer absent learning, i.e., E min r, 1−w

there exists some

w̃′ (k)

< w̃ <

w̃′′ (k),

such that when

w̃′ (k)

<w<

w̃′′ (k),

= δ. Then

for the set of borrowers

with w, ﬁntech’s learning results in P f,w = {[a, â) , [â, a]}. The threshold â (w) satisﬁes


βâ
(1 − w) δ −
1−w
|

{z


}





G (â)
= −k g (â) log
,
1 − G (â)
|

marginal gain avoiding lemon

{z

}

marginal info content

The net gain from learning ∆π f (w, â (w)) − c (â (w)) increases and then decreases with w, with the
peak at w̃.
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Proof. First, when ﬁntech is a monopolist, for any posterior belief Gf,w , it either sets the usury
interest rate rf = r or does not
oﬀer
a loan. Note that we can rule out interest rates r with af (r)


in some gap (a′ , a′′ ) ̸⊂ supp Gf,w , because ﬁntech would want to increase r to rf (a′′ ). We also
focus on interest
rates where Gf,w is continuous at af (r). Otherwise, ﬁntech changes interest rate


to rf af (r)+ . Hence, by taking derivative wrt r, one can verify that the expected proﬁts given

posterior Gf,w , unit proﬁt
Z af (r) 
βa

1−w



− δ dGf,w +

Z

rdGf,w ,
af (r)

is increasing in r. The ﬁntech either sets rf = r or doesn’t make an oﬀer.
Second, I argue that we can focus on interval learning with one threshold. To save on information
cost, ﬁntech never learns to discriminate more than two events, because it takes at most two actions.
In addition, for any two-element partition, it is without loss of generality to focus on interval or
convex events. From Lemma 4, the entropy cost of a two-event partition is summarized by event
probability. As ﬁntech’s proﬁts given posterior weakly increases in posterior mean, any partition
with nonconvex event is dominated by another partition of two convex events of the same event
probabilities.
Third, I characterize ﬁntech’s strategy and proﬁts. Fintech’s problem
max ∆π (w, â (w)) − c (â (w)) =1{w<w̃} · (1 − w)
f

â

Z a
â(w)







βa
min
, 1 + r − δ dG
1−w

− 1{w̃≤w<1−θ} · (1 − w)
h



Z â(w) 
a







βa
min
, 1 + r − δ dG
1−w
i

+ k G (â) log G (â) + G (â) log G (â)
FOC wrt â,




G (â)
g (â) δ (1 − w) − min {βâ, (1 − w) (r + 1)} + k log
≡ g (â) f (w, â) = 0.
1 − G (â)
For the SOC, check that
∂f (â, w)
g (â)
= −β1{βâ<(1−w)(r+1)} + k
.
∂â
G (â) G (â)
∂f (â,w)
∂â

< 0 for some â requires kg
(â) to
be small and βâ< (1 −w) (r + 1). For


g(â)
a+a
simplicity, we assume that k G(â)G(â) decreases in a, 2 and increases in a+a
2 , a . One example
The existence of

is the uniform distribution. To summarize, if
4kg (â) < β,
either there is only one extrema point, which is a local minimum, or three extrema points with
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two local minimums near a and a, and one local maximum point in the interior with βâ <
(1 − w) (r + 1). Let â∗ (w) be the local maximum. Then from the implicit function theorem,
∂â∗ (w)
∂f (â, w)
= − ∂f∂w
< 0.
∝
(â,w)
∂w
∂w
∂f (â,w)
∂â

As w increases beyond some threshold, the SOC condition

∂f (â∗ ,w)
∂â

= −β + k G(âg(â)
< 0 would
∗ )G(â∗ )

fail. Note that if the learning cost is suﬃciently small for some k ≤ k (β), the local maximum must
exist.
Now I discuss how the net gain from learning varies across diﬀerent demographic groups of
w. Suppose ﬁntech ﬁnds it optimal to learn â∗ (w). Note that envelop theorem holds, and it is
suﬃcient to check the change in lending proﬁts:






∂∆π f (w, â∗ (w)) − (1 + r) G af (r) + δG (â∗ (w)) , w < w̃,
=

∂w
−δG (â∗ (w)) ,
w̃ ≤ w < 1 − θ.
Under Assumption 1,

∂∆π f (w,â∗ (w))
∂w

> 0 when w < w̃. Intuitively, after learning, ﬁntech enters the

market of w < w̃ as a monopolist, but ﬁntech’s learning incentive increases with wealth level as
there are still too many lemons. Fintech is already a monopolist when w̃ ≤ w < 1 − θ without
learning, and the learning incentive decreases with w as the problem of lemon is alleviated.
To summarize, if there is no spillover in learning across diﬀerent markets as indexed by w, and
ﬁntech’s funding is unlimited, for w < 1 − θ, ﬁntech would only learn when w̃′ (k) < w < w̃′′ (k),
and the learning incentive is the highest at w̃.
Lemma 6. Focus on w ≥ 1 − θ. If ﬁntech acquires information, i.e. P ̸= {A}, there exists a
unique learning outcome Adis ∈ P such that upon Adis , ﬁntech never makes an oﬀer.
Proof. Given the learning strategy P and any learning outcome Ai , if ﬁntech never screens out any
borrower, there exists the ϵ-undercut pure strategy equilibrium as in Bertrand competition. This
equilibrium is the unique pure strategy equilibrium as δ → 1+ , and lenders make zero proﬁts on
borrowers.
I argue that ﬁntech proﬁts on borrowers must be zero. Suppose there exists some mixed strategy
equilibria. Let rj and rj denote respectively lender j’s highest and lowest interest rate, where
j ∈ {b, l}. First, any lender cannot make negative proﬁts, otherwise the earlier pure strategy is a
deviation. Second, it cannot be that both lenders make positive proﬁts. Following standard mixed
strategy arguments, rb = rf . At rb = rf , for each to make positive proﬁts, its competitor’s pricing
must have a point mass at rj . Contradiction. Third, if ﬁntech cannot make positive proﬁts. If so,
rf > 0. It follows from standard mixed strategy arguments that rb ≥ rf > 0, and bank also makes
positive proﬁt. Contradiction.
As learning is costly, if a learning strategy never leads to screening out borrowers and thus
ﬁntech makes zero proﬁts from lending in the subgame, ﬁntech will not learn in the ﬁrst place.
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If there are multiple learning outcomes A′ and A′′ that leads to not serving the ﬁrms, ﬁntech
would prefer another partition that replaces A′ and A′′ as the element A′ ∪ A′′ to lower information
cost while keep the same competition outcome.
Lemma 7. Focus on w ≥ 1 − θ. Suppose P ̸= {A}.
Competition equilibrium is mixed strategy.

b
b
Lenders’ pricing is well behaved over interval r , r .
Proof. Let superscript f, i denote ﬁntech’s strategy at event Ai . For example, rf,i and rf,i denote
ﬁntech’s lowest and highest interest rates. Without superscript i, I refer to the aggregated pricing
strategy faced by the bank.
There is no pure strategy equilibrium except for ﬁntech at some zero measure Ai . If rf > 0,
rb > 0, there is incentive to undercut competitor. If rf = 0, rb = δ − 1 → 1+ , bank has incentive
to deviate to rb =

θ
1−w

and earn positive proﬁts on ﬁrms a ∈ Adis . Hence, equilibrium is in mixed

strategy with π b > 0 and rb > 0.
The mixed strategy equilibrium is well behaved. In contrast to standard argument, there is
market segmentation at Adis , and conditional on accepting ﬁntech oﬀer, raising interest rate does
not necessarily increase proﬁts. For the latter point, I focus on the payoﬀ equivalent equilibria so
argument regarding ﬁntech’s increasing rate applies.
θ
First, rb = rf > 0 and
− 1. Note that for any Ai ̸= Adis , ﬁntech’s proﬁts from
rb = rfn = 1−w
h
oi
βa
borrowing is at least E 1Ai · min 1−w
, rb . Then following standard arguments, the lender with



′

lower support rj < rj would want to change the pricing rj , rj

′



′

to a mass point at rj ≥ rb > 0. If




rb > rf , bank must have a mass point at rb or otherwise chancing the pricing r ∈ rf , rb to a mass
pointat rb increases proﬁts from ﬁrms a ∈ Adis . However, point mass at rb = rb > 0 and a gap
rf ∈ rf , rb result in ﬁntech’s undercutting deviation. If rf > rb , either ﬁntech has a mass point
at rb , or ﬁntech is indiﬀerent between any rf > rb . In the latter case, it is without loss of generality
to assume rf = rb . Note that rb ≤
bank could earn at least

R

1Adis ·

θ
1−w

θ
1−w dG

due to the collateral constraint, and rb ≥
in the segmented market.
Hence,
rb = rf =
h


Second, I argue that bank and ﬁntech’s pricing is smooth in

rb , rb

θ
1−w
θ
1−w

because
− 1.

and could be characterized

where 
rb < r′ < r′′ <rb . If
bank has a gap, the indiﬀerence condition between r′ and r′′ requires that P r′ ≤ rf,i ≤ r′′ > 0
by CDF

F b (r)

and

Ff

(r). Say a lender’s pricing has some gap
h

for some Ai ̸= Adis . If E min

n

βa
′
1−w , r

o

i

h

Ai < E min

n

(r′ , r′′ )

βa
′′
1−w , r

o

i

Ai , then ﬁntech must have a

point mass at
rf n= r′′ ; ino thisi case,h bankn has incentive
to deviate from rb = r′′ to ϵ-undercut
h
o
i

βa
βa
ﬁntech. If E min 1−w
, r′ Ai = E min 1−w
, r′′ Ai for all Ai with P r′ ≤ rf,i ≤ r′′ > 0, it
is WLOG to assume point mass at rf = r′′ . Hence, bank cannot have a gap at interior. If instead

ﬁntech has an interior gap, by similar argument bank must have a point mass at r′′ , and in that
case either ﬁntech has incentive to undercut or is indiﬀerent from undercutting. We rule out the
latter by focusing on payoﬀ equivalent equilibrium that has a nice structure. The argument to rule
out interior gaps also rules out any interior mass points.
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A.4.2

Proof of Proposition 3

Proof. Note that the case of w < 1 − θ is included in Lemma 5. In this part, I focus on w ≥ 1 − θ.
Recall that Lemma 7 shows that any mixed strategy equilibrium is well behaved.
Let
b

y f,i (r) ≡ F (r)

Z





1A i
βa
min
− 1, r
i
P (A )
1−w



dG (a)+

Z r Z af (s)
1Ai
r



P (Ai )

a



βa
− 1 dG (a) dF b (r)
1−w

denote the ﬁntech’s lending proﬁts when Ai is realized and its randomized interest rate is r, given
the bank’s pricing F b (r).



If Ai ̸= Adis and P Ai > 0, ﬁntech makes a randomized oﬀer because there cannot be interior
mass points. Hence, for any r′ and r′′ on the support, ﬁntech is indiﬀerent




y f,i = y f,i r′ = y f,i r′′ .

(27)
′

′′

Let Ri denote the support of interest rates given Ai . I argue that for any two Ai , Ai ̸= Adis , the
′

′′

′

′′

oﬀered interest rates are disjoint, Ri ∩ Ri = ∅. To see this, say r̂ ∈ Ri ∩ Ri . Then given bank’s
′

′′

strategy, ﬁntech makes the same unit proﬁts at Ai and Ai :
′

′

′′

′′

y f,i = y f,i (r̂) = y f,i (r̂) = y f,i .

(28)

′

′′

It follows that ﬁntech would deviate to not discriminate Ai and Ai in the ﬁrst place. To see
′

′′

this, when ﬁntech receives the same lending proﬁts by replicating the pricing over Ri ∪ Ri given
′

′′

′

′′

′

Ai ∪ Ai . For any r̃∈Ri ∪ Ri and say r ∈ Ri ,
′

′′

′

′′

′

′

′′

y f,i ∪i = y f,i ∪i (r̃) = y f,i (r̂) = y f,i = y f,i ,
where the second equality uses (28) and the third equation uses (27).
Therefore, forh any positive
measure events Ai ̸= A, their interest rate supports corresponds
i

to a partition of rb , rb . Next I argue that ﬁntech’s learning strategy has an interval structure.


Suppose not. Then there exists some non-monotone pricing in a. Speciﬁcally, for some r̃ ∈ rb , rb



with ã ≡ supa rf (w, a) = r̃, there exists interval (a′ , a′′ ) with a′′ < ã such that for any a ∈ (a′ , a′′ ),
we have rf (w, a) > r̃ with probability one.
Number the events in partition P as Adis , A1 , A2 , · · · , Ai , · · · such that there corresponding
lower support of interest rate (except for Adis ) rf,1 < rf,2 < · · · < rf,3 . Let ai and ai denote
the boundaries of event Ai , and without loss of generality, ai + ϵ, ai − ϵ ∈ Ai . Suppose there
′

′′

exist two events Ai and Ai that are not interval. Speciﬁcally, there exists some a′1 , a′2 with
′

′

′

′′

′′

ai < a′1 < a′2 < ai , such that (a′1 , a′2 ) ⊂ Ai . WLOG suppose rf,i < rf,i and i′′ = i′ + k. Then
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′

there exists the following deviation to P̃ by changing Ai , · · · , Ai
′



′

Ãi = Ai \ ∆ ai
′

′





′



∪ ∆ a′2 ,


′



Ãi +1 = Ai +1 \ ∆ ai +1 ∪ ∆ ai
···
Ã

i′′





′′

′′

= Ai \ ∆ a′2 ∪ ∆ ai

′′ −1

′



,



,

where ∆ (a) ≡ (ã, a) with G (a) − G (ã) = ∆ > 0. Hence, events in P̃ have the same probabilities
as those in P, and thus the Shannon entropy costs stay the same. Assuming that ﬁntech keeps the
pricing strategies for each event, and the resulting change in lending proﬁts

>

b



rf,i

′



















 ′′ 


βa
βa
′
′′
b
− 1, rf,i ∆ a′2 − F rf,i E min
− 1, rf,i
∆ a′2
1−w
1−w




 ′  
 ′ 
 ′
 ′
βa
βa
′
′
b
b
+F rf,i +1 E min
− 1, rf,i +1 ∆ ai
− F rf,i E min
− 1, rf,i ∆ ai
1−w
1−w




 ′′  
 ′′  
 ′′  
 ′′  
βa
βa
′′
′′
b
b
+ · · · + F rf,i −1 E min
− 1, rf,i
∆ ai −1 − F rf,i E min
− 1, rf,i −1 ∆ ai −1
1−w
1−w

F

E min


k 
 
 ′
X
βa
b
F rf,i +h−1 E min

1−w

h=1


k 
 ′  
X
βa
b
f,i +h
F r
E min
+

1−w

h=1



′

− 1, rf,i +k−1
− 1, r

f,i′ +h



′

∆ ai +h−1





∆ a

i′





−F

b

−F



r

b



′





rf,i +h E min

f,i′ +h−1







βa
′
− 1, rf,i +h
1−w



βa
′
E min
− 1, rf,i +k−1
1−w





= 0,
where the inequality breaks the interest rate decrease on ∆ (a′2 ) into steps, and as ∆ (a′2 ) has smaller
productivity than other ∆ intervals, the eﬀect of each step of interest rate decrease is smaller.
Last, I argue that given an interval learning structure, ﬁntech would only want to discriminate
two intervals. To see this,
y f,i = F

b









rf,i E min

βa
− 1, rf,i
1−w





Ai +

Z rf,i Z af (s)
1A i
r



P (Ai )

a





βa
− 1 dG (a) dF b rf,i
1−w

is pinned down by interest rate support. Given P, there exits a unique set of supports such that
the aggregate pricing distribution makes the bank indiﬀerent. In the competition equilibrium, bank
pricing makes ﬁntech indiﬀerent at any interest rate. Let â denote the threshold for not serving
ﬁrms. Then for any rf,i ,
y

f,i



r

f,i



=F
≡y

b

 

r

b





βa
E min
− 1, rb
1−w





a∈
/A

f,∪Ai ̸=Adis
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dis

Z rb Z af (s)

+
r

a

1a∈A
/ dis
P (a ∈
/ Adis )





∆

 
βa
− 1 dG (a) dF b rb
1−w



∆

Hence, ﬁntech lending proﬁts


X

πf =







y f,i rf,i P Ai =

Ai ̸=Adis

X

y f,∪A ̸=A
i

dis







P Ai = y f,∪A ̸=A
i

dis



Ai ̸=Adis



P Ai 


X

Ai ̸=Adis

is irrelevant of any ﬁner Ai .
In the last step, I characterize the mixed strategy equilibrium given the â.nTo the bank,
the
o

θ
ﬁntech does not make an oﬀer with probability G (â), and hence r = Rb = min ru , 1−w
− 1 and

π b = G (â) r. The bank’s indiﬀerence condition over r ∈ [r, r] is






f

π b (r) = (1 − w) G (â) r = (1 − w) G (â) + F (r) G af (r)

r.

Hence, the ﬁntech’s aggregate CDF conditional on making an oﬀer satisﬁes


f



F (r) G af (r) = G (â) ·
and thus





G af (r) = G (â) ·

r−r
r

r−r
r

For the ﬁntech, conditional on making an oﬀer, i.e., a ≥ â,
π f (r)
b
= F (r)
1−w

Z a



min
â

βa
− 1, r
1−w



dG (a) +

Z r Z af (s) 
βa
r

a

1−w



− 1 dG (a) dF b (s) .

Take derivative with respect to r on both sides, we have
0 = − f (r)
b

"Z f 
a (r)
βa



1−w

â

− 1 dG (a) +

!

#

Z a

rdG (a)
af (r)



 ∂af (r)
 ∂af (r)
βaf (r)
b
b
+ F (r)
− 1 g af (r)
− F (r) g af (r) r
+ F (r)
1−w
∂r
∂r
b

|

b

+ f (r)

}

Z af (r) 
βa
a

= − f b (r)

{z

=r

Z a

1−w

dG (a)
af (r)



− 1 dG (a) dF b (r)
b

Z a

rdG (a) + F (r)
af (r)

Z a

dG (a) ,

(29)

af (r)

where f b (r) is the density function of the ﬁntech’s pricing (I showed earlier that the ﬁntech’s pricing
is smooth). Hence, the bank’s pricing distribution is

b
1 − r ,
r
b
b
F (r) = rf (r) ⇒ F (r) =
1,
b

rb ≤ r < rb ,
r = rb .

Now I verify that given the bank’s pricing, the ﬁntech indeed has no incentive to deviate to another
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information structure, even if the information cost k → 0. Note that it is WLOG to focus on
b

interval structures. Given F (r) and signal [a1 , a2 ], any pricing rf on the support must maximize
the ﬁntech’s proﬁt
1
max
r G (a2 ) − G (a1 )
If r >

βa2
1−w

(

a1

−f (r)
βa1
1−w



min

βa
− 1, r
1−w



dG (a) + 1r> βa1 −1

Z r Z min{af (s),a2 } 
βa
r

1−w

1−w

a1

− 1, FOC is
b

If

Z a2 

b

F (r)

−1 ≤ r <

βa2
1−w

Z a2 
βa
a1



− 1 dG (a) + f (r)
b

1−w

Z a2 
βa

1−w

a1



− 1 dG (a) = 0

− 1, FOC is similar to that in (29) and thus FOC=0. If r <
−f (r)
b

Z a2

b

βa1
1−w

− 1, FOC is

Z a2

rdG (a) + F (r)

dG (a) + 0 = 0.

a1

a1

Hence, any pricing on the support [r, r] is an optimal response. As the ﬁntech does not does not
prefer any strategy r given extra information, the two-interval structure info acquisition is the
equilibrium strategy.

A.5

Proof of Proposition 2

Proof. The case for w < 1 − θ is covered in Lemma 5. In this proof, I characterize the case for
w ≥ 1 − θ.
Suppose ﬁntech learns about some cutoﬀ â, and we verify later whether it does have incentive
to learn. Fintech’s problem
max ∆π f (w, â (w)) − c (â (w)) = (1 − w)
â

h

Z a





min
â(w)





βa
, 1 + rb − δ dG
1−w
i

+ k G (â) log G (â) + G (â) log G (â)
FOC wrt â,


n



g (â) δ (1 − w) − min βâ, (1 − w) rb (â) + 1



o

+ k log

G (â)
≡ g (â) f (w, â) = 0.
1 − G (â)

For the suﬃcient condition, check that
∂f (â, w)
g (â)
= −β1{βâ<(1−w)(rb +1)} − g (â) rb 1{βâ≥(1−w)(rb +1)} + k
.
∂â
G (â) G (â)
The discussion for suﬃciency is similar to that in Lemma 5. Similarly, I consider two parameter
speciﬁcations. First, there exists a cost upper bound k such that when k < k, the optimal learning
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− 1 dG (a

threshold â∗ is interior. The marginal beneﬁt
∂ [− min {βâ, r (1 − w)} + δ (1 − w)]
< 0.
∂â
As k → 0+ , marginal cost is small except at a and a; the marginal beneﬁt
predominantly
determines


learning incentive. When

βâ
1−w

= δ, if

βâ
1−w

≥ G (â∗ ) rb + 1, i.e. δ > G

(1−w)δ
rb + 1 ﬁntech does
β
∗
βâ
hence 1−w
= δ < G (â∗ ) rb . To

not want to learn and earn negative lending proﬁt G (â∗ ) rb < δ;
see this, suppose the learning cost is ϵ. Gain in lending proﬁts
Z a
â∗

[min {βa, (1 − w) (r + 1)} − (1 − w) δ] dG =

Z a
â∗
Z a

=

â∗

[(1 − w) (r + 1) − (1 − w) δ] dG (a)
(∓ϵ) · dG (a) = (∓ϵ)

Z a
â∗

dG (a) < ϵ

Second, I consider the case where learning cost is relatively larger, and so ﬁntech does not learn in
g(â)
is minimized
the neighborhood where marginal lending proﬁt is zero. Still, I assume that k G(â)G(â)

at

a+a
2

−β1n

β

o − g (â) r b 1n

a+a
<(1−w)
2

(rb +1)



β

a+a
≥(1−w)
2

(rb +1)

o + 4kg (â) < 0.



Note that βâ < (1 − w) rb + 1 is more restrictive. Then if there does not exist a local maximum
as w → (1 − θ)− , from the implicit
function
theorem, for any w > 1 −θ, there does not exist a local



maximum with βâ < (1 − w) rb + 1 . If βâ∗ (w) ≥ (1 − w) rb + 1 , from the implicit function
theorem,
∂â∗ (w)
∂w

=

∂f (â,w)
− ∂f∂w
(â,w)
∂â


∂f (â, w) < 0,
∝
> 0,
∂w

w <1−
w ≥1−

θ
r+1
θ
r+1

.

For a ﬁxed w, suppose that r̃ (a) satisﬁes




Rb (w) G (a) = r̃ (a) G (a) + G af (r̃ (a)) r̃ (a) .
Then from Lemma 9, we have
Hence,

βa
1−w

∂ r̃(a)
∂a

− 1 and r̃ (a) cross only once, say at ã. If

borrower is βâ − (1 − w). If
interest rate r =

G (â) Rb ,

βâ
1−w

βa
1−w

> 0 regardless of the relationship between
βâ
1−w

− 1 and r̃(a).

− 1 ≤ r̃ (â), the marginal revenue of â

− 1 > r̃ (â), or equivalently, â >

and the marginal revenue of â borrower

(1+r̃(â))(1−w)
, the lower
β
b
is G (â) R (1 − w).

For the net gain from learning across diﬀerent w, from the envelop theorem,
max ∆π (w, â (w)) − c (â (w)) = (1 − w)
f

â

h

Z a
â(w)







+ k G (â) log G (â) + G (â) log G (â)
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βa
min
, 1 + rb − δ dG
1−w
i

bound

∂∆π f

(w, â∗ (w))
∂w


n   
o

 1 − min G af r b , G (â∗ ) G (â∗ ) > 0,
i
n   
oh
=

G (â∗ ) − min G af r b , G (â∗ ) 1 + r b ,

w <1−

θ
r+1 ,

w ≥1−

θ
r+1 .

Intuitively, ﬁntech’s incentive to learn is strongest when the bank could squeeze the borrowers the
most, i.e. the relatively wealthy borrowers at w = 1 −

θ
r+1 .

Wealthier borrowers are protected by

the usury rate.

A.6

Information Spillovers

Lemma 8. Suppose the acquired information about productivity a of borrowers with w perfectly
forecasts the productivity of borrowers with any w′ ̸= w, i.e., partition P of a could be used on all
w ∈ [0, 1]. Then
1) the optimal information structure is a partition of ﬁnite intervals summarized by cutoﬀs â1 ,
â2 , · · · ân ;
2) For any w, it is w.l.o.g. to consider the problem where the ﬁntech chooses one of the learnt
cutoﬀ as the lending standard and ignores the other information.
Proof. Note that the lending proﬁts and learning costs are additively separable. By the same argument in the proof of Proposition 3, any non-interval partitional information structure is dominated
due to the monotonicity in borrowers underlying cash ﬂows (βa).
Also from the proof of Proposition 3, under an interval information structure, the ﬁntech’s
lending proﬁt only depends on the cutoﬀ that it chooses as the lending standard. Therefore, the
ﬁntech’s learning problem is equivalent to choosing â1 , â2 , · · · ân to maximize the net lending proﬁts,
where for each w, the ﬁntech chooses the optimal â among â1 , â2 , · · · ân as the lending standard.
For illustration purpose, I will focus on the case of two cutoﬀs at most. This could be justiﬁed
by, for example, the ﬁxed cost of setting up a speciﬁc lending standard (cutoﬀ). However, the
qualitative results such as the pattern of lending standards across observable w still applies when
the optimal number of cutoﬀs is endogenized. Henceforth, I use âh (high) and âl (low) to denote
the two potential standards.
Lemma 9. Suppose a is uniformly distributed and a is suﬃciently large relative to ru . For a given
w, let r̃ (ã) satisfy the following equation
n





o

Rb (w) G (ã) = r̃ (ã) G (ã) + min G af (r̃ (ã)) , G (ã) r̃ (ã) .
Then r̃ increases in ã.

n





o





Proof. If ã < af (r̃ (ã)), then min G af (r̃ (ã)) , G (ã) = G af (r̃) . From the implicit function
theorem,
h

g (ã) Rb (w) − r̃ (ã)

i

∂ r̃
Rb (w) − r̃ (ã)
=
=
f
∂ã
a − a − 2af (r̃) + ã +
G (ã) + G (af (r̃)) − r̃ (1−w)
β g (a (r̃))
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1−w
β

,

which is positive when a is suﬃciently large relative to af (r̃) < af (ru ).


b





∂R (w)
1+r̃
f
∂ r̃
∂w G (ã) − r̃g a (r̃)
β
=
(1−w)
f
∂w
G (ã) + G (a (r̃)) − r̃ β g (af (r̃))

∝





−r̃g af (r̃) 1+r̃ < 0,
β

Rb = r u

 θ(ã−a)

Rb < r u

1−w

n



− r̃af (r̃) > 0,



o

If ã ≥ af (r̃ (ã)), then min G af (r̃ (ã)) , G (ã) = G (ã) and Rb (w) G (ã) = r̃ (ã). In this case, r̃
increases in ã and w.
Lemma 10. When the ﬁntech learns about two cutoﬀs âh > âl , there exists some w̃ ∈ [0, 1 − θ],
such that
1) for poorer (richer) excluded (by bank) borrowers with w ∈ [w (âh ) , w̃] (w ∈ [w̃, 1 − θ]), the
ﬁntech uses the high standard âh (the low standard âl );
2) for borrowers with w ≥ 1 − θ, the ﬁntech uses whichever cutoﬀ that is closer to the medium
productivity amed .
Proof. Step 1. For any â to be useful in increasing lending proﬁts, it should reject enough lowproductivity borrowers such that π f (â, w) ≥ 0, and improves the proﬁts that would be earned
absent information, i.e.,
π fi (â, w) > π f (∅, w). Equivalently, the conditions could be summarized
h
by w ≥ w (â) and â ∈ â, â ,41 where w (â) < 1 − θ satisﬁes
π f (â, w (â)) =

Z â
a

h

{min [βa, (r + 1) (1 − w (â))] − δ (1 − w (â))} dG (a) = 0,

i

and the latter â ∈ â, â is veriﬁed ex post. (Our parameter assumptions would guarantee this
condition).
Step 2. For any two cutoﬀs âh and âl , and any w that satisﬁes the conditions in step 1, I
characterize the preferred lending standard that the ﬁntech uses for screening. When w ≤ 1 − θ,
for given values of âh and âl , there are three cases in total:
First, even âl is too high and the ﬁntech does not reject any borrower, i.e.,


Z âl

min
a



βa
− 1, r (âl ) dG (a) ≥ 0.
1−w

(32)

∂w(â)

The conditions translate into w (â) ≤ w ≤ w (â) for w < 1 − θ, where ∂â < 0 and ∂w(â)
< 0, and w ≥ wc (â)
∂â
for w ≥ 1 − θ. Condition w ≥ w (â) may fail as w → 0. The other conditions are satisﬁed if
41

Z

â

n

h

min
a

Z

a

n
min





â

i

o

βa
, r + 1 − δ dG (a) < 0,
θ

h

i

o

βa
, 1 − δ dG (a) > 0,
θ

which correspond to â ∈ â, â .
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(30)

(31)

Note that (32) implies that
1
G (âh ) − G (âl )

Z âh
âl





Z





âh
βa
βa
1
min
− 1, r̃ (âh ) dG (a) ≥
min
− 1, r (âl ) dG (a)
1−w
G (âh ) − G (âl ) âl
1−w


Z âl
βa
1
min
− 1, r (âl ) dG (a)
≥
G (âl ) a
1−w

≥ 0,
where the ﬁrst inequality follows from Lemma 9. Hence, âh cannot be the equilibrium lending
standard: if it were, then under the equilibrium interest rate lower bound r̃ (âh ), the ﬁntech has
incentive to deviate and serve borrowers [âl , âh ] . Therefore, under (32) , the ﬁntech does not reject
any borrowers.
Second, âl is the equilibrium lending standard, which corresponds to conditions


Z âl



βa
min
− 1, r (âl ) dG (a) < 0,
1−w
a


Z âh
βa
min
− 1, r̃ (âh ) dG (a) > 0.
1−w
âl

(33)
(34)

Note that the left hand side of both (33) and (34) increases in w. Hence, if âl is the equilibrium
lending standard of market w, for any w′ ≥ w, either âl is the equilibrium lending standard or the
ﬁntech never rejects any borrower.
Third, âh is the equilibrium lending standard, which corresponds to conditions


Z âh



βa
− 1, r (âh ) dG (a) < 0,
1−w
a


Z âh
βa
min
− 1, r̃ (âh ) dG (a) < 0.
1−w
âl
min

(35)
(36)

Note that the left hand side of both (35) and (36) increases in w. Hence, if âh is the equilibrium
lending standard of market w > 1 − θ, for any 1 − θ ≤ w′ < w, âh is the equilibrium lending
standard.
Step 3. Taken together, for any âh and âl ,there exists a cutoﬀ w̃, such that âh is the equilibrium
lending standard when w < w̃ and âl is the equilibrium lending standard when w > w̃. At w̃, the
ﬁntech ish indiﬀerent
with regard to the two standard. When âh and âl are relatively high, i.e.,
i
R âh
âl

min

βa
θ

− 1, ru dG (a) ≥ 0, the potential w̃ < 1 − θ and the indiﬀerence condition is
Z âh
âl





βa
min
− 1, ru dG (a) = 0.
1 − w̃

When âh and âl are relatively low, i.e.,

R âh
âl

h

min

βa
θ
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i

(37)

− 1, r̃ (âh ) dG (a) < 0, the potential w̃ ≥ 1 − θ

and the indiﬀerence condition is
Z âh
âl





βa
− 1, ru dG (a) ≥ 0.
min
θ

Step 4. I enumerate all the potential patterns of lending standards across diﬀerent w. Suppose
there is only one lending standard,



o
βa
∂w (â) n
u
min
− 1, r dG (a) + δk −
G (â) log G (â) + G (â) log G (â) dH (w) = 0.
w (âh ) :
1 − w (âh )
∂â
âh
(38)
Z a



Under this structure of lending standards across w, the ﬁntech’s problem is
Z 1−θ

max
â

w(â)

(1 − w)

Z 1



Z a

min
â



βa
− 1, ru dG (a) dH (w) +
1−w

n

Z 1
1−θ

(1 − w)



Z a

min
â



βa
− 1, r (â) dG (a) dH (w)
1−w
(39)

o

G (â) log G (â) + G (â) log G (â) dH (w) .

+ δk
w(â)

The FOCs:
Z 1


Z a

min
âh

w(â)

M R (â, w) dH (w) − δkg (â) log

G (â)
G (â)

Z 1

dH (w) = 0,
w(â)




o
βa
∂w (â) n
− 1, ru dG (a) + δk −
G (â) log G (â) + G (â) log G (â) dH (w) = 0.
1 − w (âh )
∂â

Uniform speciﬁcation
−
Z a

Z
W1

min
âh

(βâ − 1 + w) g (â) dH (w) −


Z
W2

g (â) ru (1 − w) dH (w) − δkg (â) log

G (â)
G (â)

Z 1

dH (w) = 0
w(â)




o
βa
∂w (â) n
− 1, ru dG (a) + |{z}
δk −
G (â) log G (â) + G (â) log G (â) dH (w) = 0.
1 − w (âh )
∂â
=ϵ

Hence
Z

Z

Z

G (â) 1
dH (w)
−
(βâ − 1 + w) g (â) dH (w) −
g (â) r (1 − w) dH (w) − δkg (â) log
G (â) w(â)
W1
W2

1
1
a − â
= − g (â) (βâ − 1) (x − w (â)) + (x − w (â)) (x + w (â)) + r (â) (1 − x) − (1 − x) (1 + x) + δk log
(1 − w
2
2
â − a





1+x
x + w (â)
a − â
(x − w (â)) + r (â) −
(1 − x) + δk log
(1 − w (â))
= − g (â)
βâ − 1 +
2
2
â − a

 




x − w (â)
1−x
x + w (â)
1+x
a − â
+ r (â) −
+ δk log
= − g (â) (1 − w (â))
βâ − 1 +
2
1 − w (â)
2
1 − w (â)
â − a
u
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or


x + w (â)
−βâ + 1 −
2



x − w (â)
1 − w (â)





1+x
+ −r (â) +
2

Z 1



1−x
1 − w (â)



= δk log

a − â
â − a

Z

(βâ − 1 + w)
G (â) 1
dH (w) − δkg (â) log
dH (w)
a−a
G (â) w(â)
w(â)

Z 1 
a − â
βâ − 1 + w + δk log
= − g (a)
dH (w)
â − a
w(â)



a − â
1
= − g (a) βâ − 1 + δk log
(1 − w (â)) + (1 − w (â)) (1 + w (â))
â − a
2


1
a − â
= − g (a) (1 − w (â)) βâ − 1 + (1 + w (â)) + δk log
2
â − a
−

In the cases of two lending standards, the ﬁntech’s problem is
Z w̃

Z a







βa
, r + 1 − δ dG (a) dH (w)
âl ,âh :w̃<1−θ w(âh )
1
−w
âh



Z 1
Z a
βa
min
+
(1 − w)
, r (âl ) + 1 − δ dG (a) dH (w)
1−w
âl
w̃
(1 − w)

max

Z 1

+kδ
w̃

min

n

dH (w) G (âl ) log G (âl ) + (G (âh ) − G (âl )) log (G (âh ) − G (âl )) + G (âh ) log G (âh )

Note that as the ﬁntech changes the lending standards marginally, the change in lending proﬁts via
w̃ is zero. The FOCs wrt âl and âh are
Z 1

Z 1−θ

âl , :

w̃

M R (âl , w) dH (w) +

1−θ

Z w′

âh :

w(âh )

M R (âl , w) dH (w) − kδ

M R (âh , w) dH (w) − kδ

Z 1

g (âl ) log

w(âh )

Z 1
w(âh )

g (âh ) log

G (âh ) − G (âl )
= 0,
G (âl )
(40)
G (âh )
= 0.
G (âh ) − G (âl )

The FOC of âh are âl are respectively,


âh :


âl :

x + w′
−βâl + 1 −
2



w′ + w (âh )
−βâh + 1 −
2

x − w′
1 − w (âh )





 ′

w − w (âh )

1+x
+ −r (â; w) +
2
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1 − w (âh )


1−x
1 − w (âh )

= kδ log



= δk log

a − âh
,
âh − âl
(41)
âh − âl
.
âl − a
(42)

o



âh :
âl :



a − âl a + âl − 2âh
a − âh
= k log
,
2
4
âh − âl



âl + âh
θ
âl + âh
âl − a rθ2
âh − âl
β
−θ
−βâl + + β
−
= k log
.
2
2
4
2 (a − a) r + 1
âl − a
β2

(43)
(44)

The suﬃciency conditions, or a negative semideﬁnite Hession, hold if the learning cost k is small
enough. To see this, let F denote the objective function, and the SOCs are


Fhh = −β

2

"

β
Fll = −
2
Fhh Fll −
Note that âh =

2
Fhl

1
2

a − âl
4





+k

a − âl
< 0,
(a − âh ) (âh − âl )


#

rθ2
âh + 3âl
1
âh − a
β
− 2θ +
+k
< 0,
2
2 (a − a) r + 1
(âh − âl ) (âl − a)

= Fhh Fll −

β2
k
(âh − âl ) −
4
âh − âl

!2

> 0.

(a + âl ) is a solution to (41). In the Online Appendix, I show that it is the only

local maxima point. The FOC of âl implies that âl >

âh +a
2 .

In addition, with a relatively large r

as in Assumption 1, a relatively small learning cost k implies a large

âh −âl
âl −a ;

hence the conjectured

βâl > θ holds.
To summarize, the ﬁntech uses relatively high lending standards with âh >

a+a
2

two standards are used for better screening in the under-served market, with âh =
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> âl > βθ . The
1
2

(a + âl ) .

